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BIGGEST MEET
EVER PULLED OFF
Maine Sportsmen’s Fish an<t Game
Association Will Hold Forth
at Kineo this Year
, Officers of the Maine Sportsmen’s
Fish and Game Association who are
working on plans ' for the twentieth
annual outing, to be held at Kineo
July 1-2-3, believe that it will be the
biggest midsummer meet the assoc
iation ever has pulled off.
•With one of the most
beautiful
spots In Maine for a setting; with a
Ust of shooting events and
water
sports excelling any previous pro
gram; and with a membership which
has jumped from 427 to over 550 in
a little over a year, there is no rea*son why it shouldn’t
a success.
Last year, at
Mountain View
House, after a week of steady rain,
the hotel was filled to the last roam
aid the meet was pronounced
the
best in the history of the association.
If the rain hadn’t kept many auto
parties away there would have been
an overflow meeting.
This year
President Hodgson and
Secretary

F

HOTBL BLANCHARD
STRATTON MAINE.

In the center of the Fish and Game
Section. Write for booklet.
HOTEL BLANCHARD,
STRATTON M A IN E .

E. H. G R O S E . Prop.

White house are working cn the as
sumption that there Mill be an even
larger attendance.'
Lieut. Col. John. J. Dooley,
the
most expert manipulator of military
shoots in the state will have charge
of the shooting end.
With him will
be such men as Dr. D. W. Wentworth,
of Sanford, Major Langdon Chilcott
of Bangor, Ed Lowell of Rangeley rnd
Billy Hill of Portland.
There will
also be on the committee some guide
from the Moos ©head region to rep
resent the interests of the guides.
The shoot will not be on military
rules, but is aimed to meet the ap
proval of the average
sportsman
with the magazine sporting rifle.
There are fourteen events including
the usual guides and warden’s team
shoot and the D. M. Parks and G.
M. Parks trophy match,es. There will
be ladies’ rifle and ladies’
pistcl
matches, and for the former Col. C.
A. Judkins of the Mt. Kineo House
lias presented two unusually pretty
cups.
There will be two men’s re
volver and pistol matches and the
clay pigeon match which was inaug
urated last year will be repeated;
besides varied rifle events. The list
of prizes, including many silver cups,
rifles, etc., will equal or exceed last
year’s, which was an unusual list.
Howard Wood of Greenville, one of
the state’s chief game wardens, who
knows everyone in the Moosehead re
gion, will have charge of the water
sports, which will include single and
double canoe races, motor boat rac
es, swimming and fly casting match
es.
Mr. Wood is now doing patrol
duty on the lake, Which gives him

One of the best all around fishing and hunting camps in the Rangeleys.
Lake, Pond and Stream fishiDg, all near the camps. The five mile river affords
the best of fly-fishing. Camps with or without bath room.
For particulars write for free circular to

Capt. F . F. COBURN,

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,

Middledam, Maine

One of
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the

PRICE 4 CENT*

Finest Appointed Resort Hotels in the State of Maine

Center o f the best Trout and Salmon Fishing
GOLF; TENNIS, MUSIC, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING
Write for Booklet that will tell You all about it.

R AN G ELEY .LAKES H O TEL CO ., Rangeley, Maine
an excellent chance to work up inter-' with her, I wanted her reel in one Mass., joins her husband to-night.
est in these events.
! up by Camp Frye.”
Fern Pbilbrook, who for two years
Daniel I. Gould of Banger is chair- i True enough, when Miss
Crosby has been at the Lookout on Aziscoos
man of the entertainment commit- j cam© in to-night, ^ Was with as Mountain will be her guide.
tee, and with him are C. A. Judkins handsome a catch, five trout and five
Capt. Barker’s boat now
makes
of Kineo and Cha®. B. Carter
of salmon, the largest three pounds, that the regular trips to connect with the
Auburn.
' *
anyone could wish and they will he Middle Dam beat and it will' not be
Tire befief that the attendance will sent tomorrow morning.by express long before the tourist will come abe large is based on the number of to the Cardinal, who will no doubt cross from the White Mountains.
requests that this year’s outing he appreciate and enjoy Rangeley {.rout
The rain does not keep all .the fish
at Kineo, and many will make
it and salmon for supper Wednesday ermen in camp. Dr. and Mrs. F. L.
thifc oeoasicn of their hiitial visit to night.
Judkins of Lynn have just' come in
Moosehead.
More than the usual
with a good catch.
Frank PhilA guest.
number will be able to come from
brick, their1guide, says they never •
tbe eastern and northern part of ti e
had better fishing in all the years
they have been coming to Upper
state.
Many will go to Greenville
Dam.
Mrs. Judkins’ largest trout
by auto, and already a number of
weighed 6% pounds and her salmon
Lewiston, Auburn, and Bangor parties
6*4 pounds.
The Doctor is content
have been arranged.
with a 5*4 pound salmon and 5*4 lb.
The quality of last year’s shooting
exceeded any previous shoots,
and
Capt. Barker’s Boat Now Makes treuit. They have also caught eight
trout weighing from three to four
this year it will be still better. The
pounds and five salmon as large and
Regular Trips to Connect With
military shoots are conducted cn a
those less than three pounds they
more scientific basis, but for gener
Middle Dam Boat.
never count.
May they come for
al interest and good active competi
the early fishing and have as good
tion the Maine Sportsmen’s shoot
(Special Correspondence.)
luck for many years to come.
should exceed anything held in the
Upper Dam, May 17.—The change
Liberty Hall is again occupied by
state this year.
Billy Hill,
the
into ytlie well-known True party, not the
Remingtcn-U. M. C. crack shot will of time on the rail read went
be there to give his stunts, which al effect this morning and now the uu-True party, who this spring num
ways have added much -to the en boats make two daily tries to ber eight and are H. U. True, W. W.
Bemis for the mail, and the guests do Smith, Wm. Murry of Boston., L. M.
tertainment.
Bickford, F. E. Tufts, C. N. Neally,
The outing is not confined to mem not have to take the early one.
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Mills of Point M New York, Frank J. McGovern of Al
bers, and everyone Willi be welcome.
Many of the shooting events are open Pines, Revere, Mas®., who have been bany, N. Y., and Jas. G. McGerry of
Their guides a,r.e Geo.
to all, and some of the members are enjoying their first visit to the Ran New York.
getting up parties of friends to swell geley®!, were much pleased with their Thomas, Joe Moran, Cihas. Turner,
ten days’ stay.
Grin Dyke was their Carroll Hewey, Otis Ma’son and John
the attendance.
guide, and they will now believe any Chadwick.
They came Saturday
fish story told them about the fish night and have not commenced to di
ing in this part of Maine. It was the vide honors.
Mr. Gerry caught a 4first time Mr. Mills ever caght a pound salmon .yesterday.
To-day the
trout weighing over a tpound and the party have gone down the Narrows
three-pounders were a surprise. Three for lunch.
days both caught their limit, which, is " F. M. Ambrose of the firm of Ginn
15 pounds.
The largest fish was a Publishing
Co., New
York,
ac
Fly Rod Gets a Handsome Lot of r>M pound salmon, that Mrs. Mills companied by two daughters are now
landed.
at their camp on the Narrows.
Fish
Mrs. Wm. B. Littlefield of Lynn,
(Continued on page five.)

AGAIN OPENED

TIM P O N D C A M P S
Individual Camps, Rock Fire-places, Fly and Bait Fishing. Lake and
Stream Fishing for Trout. Telephone. Daily Mail. Write for Booklet.

JU L IA N K. V IL E S & SON, Tim, Franklin Co., Me.

Ed. G r a n t ’ s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Office
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive- circu its
and other information, write
CD. G R A N T CEL S O N C O . ,
P. O . A d d r e s s , G r a n t ’ s M e.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.

C A M P S B* la „ S i r ' ,t n

B*M MounU,in Campy are situated at the fo o t o f Bald M ountain on M ooselookm eju n tic Lake. Near the best fishing grou n d s. First class steam boat connections A uto
road to camps— T eleph one c o n n e ctio n s—T w o m ails d aily—W rite for free circular.
AMOS ELLIS. P rop’ r..
Bald Mountain. Maine
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SOMEiSKILL AS
WELL AS LUCK

Mountain View House
Mountain View* Maine

|

For further pa rticu lars w rite or address

L. E. B O W L E Y ,
Mountain View,
* . *
*

P H IL L IP S ,

LIBERTY HALL

The Place W here Y ou Can A lw ays Find Unsurpassed Fishing.

B A L .D M O U N T A I N

W O O D S,

Maine.

|

(Special to M aine ‘Woods.)

Haines Landing, Maine,
May 18, 1015.
If the readers of the Maine Woods
have any idea that Miss
Cornelia
Thurza Crosby, Fly Rod, who fishes
the Rangeleys for notes, has
lost
her skill and love for fishing, allow
me to say that they are much mis
taken.
The first of the week, she was the
THE RANGELEY LARES AND DEAD RIVER; REGION guest of this hotel and was much
pleased to receive from the honor
many attractions to the' FISHERMEN. The
able fish and game commissioners of
Lakes, Ponds and Stream s in this territory are Maine, a special permit to ship a
stocked and a continuous supply of fish is provided box of fish to Cardinal O’Connell of
Boston.
by wise laws, well enforced. This region is easily “ Now, I must catch the fish,”
says Fly Rod when the permit came.
reached in one day from Boston.
You will m ake no m istake b y arranging for your SPRING This morning, with Gard Hinkley for
FISHING T R IP to any o f these w aters. A descriptive booklet guide, she left the wharf at eight
o’clock.
Several fishermen
who
with good map, fr e e on application.
came in for dinner, remarked, “ Fly
F. N. B E A L,
General M anager,
Phillips, Maine. Rod will catch those fish, luck is

SPRING FISHING

HEALD POND CAMPS

Will Soon Be Here

offers
erous
well
for

num

FRED HENDERSON, Prop,,

Jackman, Maine

c
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The opera lasts a good part of the
night, because between each act the
intermission© are so long—when they
all leave their boxes to promenade
or go to the club-room below fcr an
ice or a waltz.
After the opera they
Interesting Account of Some of the throng the hotels here on the square,
for dinner, and get into their carriag
“Customs of the Country”
es to go home when the tropic day
is beginning to diawn.
Prices are
purposely made so high, that poor
(W ritte n fo?r Maine Woods.)
A seat on the
Last week, and ©specially the people cannot go
night of the 29th of April, was a gala, first floor costs $20; a seat in the
These seats are al
period im Havana.
It was tli© tilmie tertullaa, $7.50.
of the drawing in the great lottery, most all bought by speculators on the
whose first prize was $100,090, sec first day of the sale.
ond prize $20,000 and down to many
I see Rufo: here at the hotel every
one hundred dollar prizes; and
it day, and every day I hear him sing
was the. week when Rufo, the world’s ling for hours. He is very unassum
greatest baritone, singing at a. Oaruso in g and good natuired.
Next week
salary, made his debut at the new lie leaves for Buenos Aires and a
opera bowse, “ The Naeicnal,’’ which fabulously large salary.
is the third finest in the world.,and
The other diay I said to an elevator
a perfect gem of beauty architeetutajly boy who is always greatly amused at
speaking; and thirdly it was what is my funny Spanish,, ■which ils both
known in Cuba a.s a “noche de mo- fluent and ungrammatical;
“ Why
da,” fashion night, when the women always in front of my door is there
of the upper class wear new gowns.
a soldier and an armed policeman?
The opera does not begin
until Are you planning to arrest me?”
9.30, and since time is a matter of
“ No, Sencra, it is “el mdmistor.”
no importance in this land of “to
“ Well, who is he?”
morrow,” it begins about 10.30 Then
An awe-struck voice answered me,
the women, who throng the entrance,
put gala nights of opera: in New York “ It is the residence of the minister
and Paris, as fair as gowns - are con from Brazil.”
‘1But why?”
cerned:, to shame.
To begin with,
It ils the “ custom of the country.”
the Cuban and Spanish women are
This latter phrase explains every
very beautiful, with great masses of
All day long
curly black hair and glorious eyes. thing you may aisk.
Given: these, the Spanish love
of this phrase falls up-cn you Like the
display and gayety and wealth makes sunlight. Another phrase which they
the crowed look like a ballet from- the say to you frequently is ‘‘since the
Arabian nights.
Their gowns are American war,” which marks a per
of great beauty and richness; ■in iod of time When thongs began to
After that there
their hair are plumes and aigrettes, change in Cuba.
held in place by large diamond or was no more yellow fever, almost
naments; ropes of jewels about their no typhoid, in the cities; after that
brotws, and over their shoulders long women began to go about on the
coats, and trailing shawls of costly streets unaccompanied by their ser
vants, although it is not gocd form
lace.

A PHILLIPS WOMAN
IN THE TROPICS

LIVE ANIMAL TRAP

The best box trap on the
market today.

Designed by an old experi< need trapper, upon true scientific principles.
Contains compartment for live bait. All working parts inside of trap.
The trip action is adjustable to any desired tension.
GATGtt ’ EM ALIVE AND M AKE MORE MONEY

TRAPPERS SUPPLY COMPANY
B O X W , O H K P A R K , IL L .

Are You Coming
To Maine This Summer
Many more are com
ing this year than ever
before.
Our Information Bur
eau tells you where to
go and how to get there
absolutely free of charge.
Write today and make
sure of accommodations.
I
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“ What do you do?”
to da so mow among the upper class;
“ Every might with my own hands I
aftetr that samie American war came
inspection of drinking water
and write oht a list of food for my butler
(wonder of wonders) extinction of to buy in the morning and then when
flies and mosquitoes.
I have net the food is brought home, it is nec
seen a single fly since I have been essary for Ime go to the kitchen and
And then—”
in Cuba.
There are no screens any see if it is all there.
where and not a bug or insect to looking up at me with eves such
a© we can never see in the pallid
trouble one.
When I first came I said to some countries of the mc|rthi—“ and then I
official at the hotel: “ Cap I gc, about am very tired.”
Summer is not the time to visit
upon the streets alone?”
“YE-S, hut it is net the custom of the tropics if physical comfort is to
the country. But the American worn- |be thought of at all, because of the
Tine heat is
an is a Law unto herself.”
They tropic sun—the heat.
something
to
try
to
forget—not
to
all have great respect for that -Amer
But midsummer is the
ican country and the women all .plan talk about.
to send their children there to time to see the tropics in their
such
school.
English is a mere fashion beauty; then: the ocean has
and amethyst
able language here than French and colors of lapis lazuli
the women who speak it say
the and sapphire and green darting flame
same ridiculous and
astonishing as one cannot even imagine—indeed,
things that I say in Spanish-, without can hardly believe to be real when
In summer
around
knowing it.
A woman said to. me one sees it.
the other day, “Do you
remember these tropic islands spreads tine rain
what you locked like when you were bow sea; in summer tine gardens are
young?”
I don’t know now what filled with, huge flowers that shine
she thought she was saying, and it is like flame and in tine country trees
probably just as1 well for my vanity are covered with the great red or
not to try to find out.
The other chid which is native to the Antilles.
night I went to an oriental dinner And tine hour to see the country at
party at the home of a wealthy main its splendor ns under the blinding
from Palestine.
All the afternoon of light of neon, when the royal palms
under
that day I stayed in my room, and are motionless .as if poised
And in, midsummer
read Spanish: every minute so that I windlelss glass;
with
would not say any very unfortunate there are Shops simply filled
thing to my hostess, without knowing glowing rich fruits—not one of wh/icb
it.
Oh, but my hostess, an oriental 1 ever saiw before, and the fishermen
beauty about 20 years old from Khar- hi the morning bring in baskets cf
town, add resist'd me in English
so fish the color of coral and opal,
perfect that it put my own to shame, i Once in a while at midday I go out
I expressed my surprise, knowing to a hill that looks down upon the
that she was horn in Palestine and Sea- T]le other day after I came
educated in an Arabic school
in hack I heard the chauffeur who drove
Cairo.
She replied with dignity in j ru,e> telling another chauffeur that it
which there was a shade of vexation, was a great bore to drive that
“Always, I address my guests
in stupid American woman who wouldn't
their own tongue.
It is* an oriental saT a 'Word and only wanted to sit
custom you know.”
1in the sun and lock at the sea.
T
’ .
.
Edna Worthley Underwood.
Just before dinner was served, her
small son, four years old, came in ;
T R A P F A S T E N IN G S .
accompanied by liis nurse. He shook
hands with each guest and addressed
j learned something new the other
each, one, unerringly, in English, or day w'hiioh I am anxious to tell, so
Spanish as happened to be necessary, here gees.
I caught a 200-pound
Later she said to me, ‘ His nurse and bear a few days ago in a No. 50
governesis speak Spanish, to him. But New house trap, and in speaking of it
at dinner, when my husband is here to a friend I told him I was. someand throughout the evening, we all what surprised that it held him, wine
speak Arabic. ’
And this little boy my fri©nd said he never used a trap
of four has manners that equal has larger than No. 4V2 Newbcuse for
linguistic skill.
During dinner he black or brown bears, and he had
stood gravely in one corner of the caught them as large as 400 pounds
ream and looked ait the table and and never lost one.
His explanation
never spoke a word.
The first js this:
The small trap
catches
courts© at dinner was Spanish sausa- the bear by the toes, which are tern
ges and sweet peppers and shell fish der, and he is unable to beat the
a Large pink fish (page) iced, and trap, like hie would if .caught by the
covered with, salad dressing and fra- foot, which is hard and tough.
So
grant leaves; then the national dish j)e remains comparatively quiet. At
cf Guba, ‘a.rroz con poLlo,’
chicken any rate, my friend gets his bear
and rice and peppers and shrifmiP®. and never uses a large trap.
Here came a desert served always at
Speaking of trapping, and of fastenan Arabic dimmer and here—I regret lag your traps, I want to say that I
to say—I fell from grace.
A little am decidedly opposed to using a drag
white bowl was placed before me and for several reasons. Should a deep
a silver spoon.
At length I found snow occur after an animal was
out that it was plain sour milk, very caught and before the trap was visitthick, to be eaten with sugar and ed, trap, drag and animal might be
salt.
I tried very hard twice hut it gone and no trail left to follow them
wcu!<l not go down.
My husband by; or with a dirag which the animal
was having the same difficulty. Then could trawl with, he might lead a
my charming little hostess said that person several miles before the drag
s’.'e regretted that
her cook
had became entangled, again suppose the
made it very badly
this day and she dreg was hauled only a few feet and
waved her little hands and it vanish- became fastened solidly in a fork or
ed, while the grave little boy in limib, what advantage does it then
the corner looked at cue with his sad have over the trap that was securblack eyes.
Then we had oriental ed so well that at least you knew
sweet meats, preserved rose leaves where you will find the trap? The
and the flower cf the apricot in a animal can purl cut as well in, one
jelly.
The black-eyed little boy then' ca&6 as in til:© ether,
came to the table and shook hands j My favorite method cf fastening a
with each, erne, said good-night and; trap is to have a wire or chain long
walked away to bed without a muir- enough to reach part way up a shrub
mur.
j of sufficient size to hold tlh© catch ;
Later my pretty little hostess hut which wifil yiie’d when pulled on
talked with me a while.
She said, and spring back when the strain has
T ie spring
poflie*
“ I-.am always so tired in. this clim been lessened.
when it can be used, is probably
ate.”
“ But you' never work—you have so the surest method, and it occurs to
many servants,”
i me that a ceiled wire spiring corn
necting the chain to the trap would
“Oh, Madam, I work very hard.’

Phillips, - Maine

THIRTY GUESTS
ALREADY HERE
Newcomers • Are

Enjoying

tht

Beauty of Our State
(Special

Correspondence.)

The Barker,
Moose3o.okmeguntic
Lake, May 16.—Although the season
ha© only just commenced there are
already more than thirty guests., and
frem nearly every camp the smoke
curls upwards which tells that the
city people are “ at lncme” in these at
tractive leg c,abiins. for their usual
early trip to, Maine.
Among the new comers are Com
modore and Mrs. R. G. Davenport of
Washington, D. C., who care not so
much, for the fishing, as walking across th© carry, taking trips to the
different places in the region. They
have spent much: time on the sea
shore but this is the firist time the
Commodore has seen the beauty af
the lakes and mountains of our state.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur H. Merritt of
Boston, who came the day the hotel
opened intending to make an extended
stay, were called home by telegram
Saturday evening, and this morning
left by automobile to take th© Sun
day afternoon train from Farming,
ton.
Mr. Merritt with Jim Stewart
guide caught two 3-pound salmon.
Joseph C. Alien of
Springfield,
Mass., wihic. came for his first trip,
opened the fish record by landing a
3-pcund salmon and since then has a
pair of salmon. 4 pounds each,, and
one 3% pounds.
Jack MeIven,non fc
his guide.
Roht. J. OLeeland cf the earn© city
is another new comer and is very
proud of l:i'S first salmon, fishing that
includes a 3 and a 3% pound salmon,
Rube Wilbur guide.
F. X. Johnston, the Boston angler,
who lias fished in ail the waters of
Rangeleys, is this trip accompanied
by Baron Birl of Lynn, Mass., and
Geo. York is taking them over the
lake.
Dr. and Mrs. J. C. French are
quite a distance from their home in
Webster, South Dakota, and while
visiting the many resorts in Maine
are enjoying leg caibin life for &
short time.
Last night the following party of
gentlemen came cn a ten days’ fish
ing trip, Messrs. Maurice
Parka
of New York, E. B. Marie, N. Sallenger, Wm. S'heiinwaUd, Max Mitchell.
Fran Kennedy, V. P. Morse, N. H.
Gordon, P. J. Bergin, Max Showlman
of Boston.
Their guides are Fred
Fowler, Walter Wells, Frank Fall.
Walter Wight, and they expect great
fishing.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Green and
daughter, Miss Dorothy Green, Mr.
aird Mrs. Allen McNab, Jr., and
daughter, Miss Helen, are among the
Bostonians who are happy to return
to this delightful, spot.
Pete and
Bill Lufkin are their guides.
Well known, and fine singers, Mre.
G. Emery and her friend, Miss Mar
garet Kaler of Portland are among
the week-end guests.
Gant. Barker bias taken a party for
an excursion up th© Cupsuptiic to
day. From now on this will, be a
busy place and the guests wail daily
have shore dinners, and excursion
trips in all directions and the sum
mer days Will quickly pass.
Every Issus of Maine Woods Car
ries

a

Fresh

W h iff

Tree State w ith

It.

of

the

Pins

W hy Not Sub

scribe and Get a Steady Breeze All

ARE YOU GOING TO BOSTON ?
Young
w om en
go ing
to
Boston to w o rk or s tu d y ,
a n y la d y go ing to B oston fo r
p lea s u re or on a shopping
t r ip w it h o u t m a le e sc o rt w ill
find th e

Franklin Square
House

Maine Information Bureau

in many cases prevent an, animal
from getting a solid pull and pulling
something loose.
Perhaps
some
one who has- got rich trapping would
like to experiment with this idea.—
J. L. Bayley in Fur News.

a d e lig h tfu l place to stop. A
H o m e -H o te l In th e h e a r t , of
B oston e x c lu s iv e ly fo r w o 
m en .
630 room s, s a fs , c o m 
fo r ta b le c o n v e n ie n t o f access,
prices rea s o n ab le .
For p a r
tic u la r s and p rices address

Miss Castine C. Swanson, Supt., H E . Newton St., Boston, Mass.

the Year.

G. W. PICKEL,
TAXIDERMIST
Dealer in Sporting: Goods. Fishing- Tackto,
Indian Moccasins, Baskets and Souvenirs.
RANGfcLEY,
M A IN I

“ Monmouth Moccasins”

They are made for
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over for excel
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.

M. L. GETCH ELL CO.,
Monmouth,

-

-

-

Main
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a scientist in New York state reads
something like this:
How many cow moose have you
in the herd?
Hciw many
male
moose?
Average weight to a milk
ing?
Percentage of butter fat, of
Hrotein, of oleine of pataitine,
of
myristine?
Remarks upon color,
flavor, whether churned sweet or rip
ened and the bacteria count. Per
centage of water, and salt in market
product.
Market price of product.
Are the dairy moose tractable and
can they be milked by machine? Is
the moose profitable as a farm ani
mal?
Market value of dairy moose
at one year, at two years, at th|ree
years and older?
Any other infor
mation of general value regarding
moose as dairy animals.

M. B. Damon is one of these mod and put back into the pool.
est anglers who can “reel them in,”
Mr. and Mrs. Edward E. Momiblo of
hut don’t say much about it.
His Somerville, Mass., are at Packard’s
record of thie past week tells of tine Camps, and having their Usual good
fcMowing, one 3% pound trout, a 3% luck catching salmon.
Mrs. Monblo
pound salmon and a trio, of 3-p.oundens caught five nice salmon in one after
and a 6-pounder.
noon’s fishing, and was much pleased
J. C. Murdock of Athol, Mass.,
The roads in the country are get
who comes for the first time has a ting passable again for automobiles,
3% poun,d salmon and a 3-pounder to and two out-of-state parties are ex
his credit, Charles1Toothaker guide.
pected to arrive this week by auto
F. I. Nichols of Fitchburg: is as us mobile.
ual with Cliff B. McKinney, guide an
Packard’s Camps, P. O.
add|ress
That’s what you do when you buy chopped-up tobacco
is successful. He has four record sal Sebec Lake, Maine, are situated at
intins, bags or foil. Real tobacco flavor depends upon the
mon weighing 3 pounds., 3% pounds, the end of the road and parties com
leaf being preserved in its natural state, possible only by
4 pounds and 6 pounds each.
ing by automiobiile must return over
pressing the leaves into plug form and keeping it in by
“ We sometimes eat two pounders, the same road they came in on.
but never count them,” said one of
covering it with a natural leaf wrapper. The natural fla
the party who is at the big catnip
vor and strength o f tobacco escape when cut or granulated.
for sometime.
Later this camp will
Take a Plug o f Sickle that is even thoroughly dried out
be occupied for several months by
so that when you whittle it off it crumbles into dust, but it
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. McLaughlin and
Jasper Learns About His Job
will burn and smoke smooth and cool as it has all o f its orig
family c.f Philadelphia, who
were
inal tobacco flavor preserved, unevaporated in Plug Form.
The superintendent has compiled a here four years ago.
Whittling a pipeful is little trouble, amply repaid form letter which he is sending out, Mr. and Mrs.. EdiW, L. Morse and Bangor Man and New York Friend
party of Stoekbrildge, Mass., , will
which reads something like this:
in both quality and quantity. T ry this experiment and
Got a Nice String
“ My Dear Sir:—We regret exceed spend the June days in two of the
judge for yourself.
ingly that in some unknown manner log camps.
Dcn’t-Worry Cabin will as usual be
a very false and misleading impres
As fine a string of fish as has been
sion has had wide circulation, to the the summer home cf the Frone field seen this spring was taken at Moosieeffect that this farm is specializing family of Moylian, Penn., who come head lake a day or so ago by Frank
the middle of June.
in moose as a dairy animal.
Gross of this city and Philip Eaton,
Prof. H. M. Dunham and party c:f of New' York city, says tire Bangor
“ We beg leave to state that there
last Commercial, eight Dice trout, a good
at present upon this farm a stray Boston, who were in Europe
cow moose, which shows remarkable seasen will be welcomed back this togue and three, as pretty
salmon
docility and herds with thie dairy summer.
as one couild desire.
One of the old-ttoie parties, who
cows.
Said moose is tlie property
J. H. Geirrish of Greenville Junct
of the Inland Fish and Game depart always comes for the early fishing is ion station agent for the Bangor &
ment of the state of Maine,
from the Marble party of Worcester, Aroostcok R. R., has reported good
which we have permission to retain Mass., who number but two this trip, catches being made at Moosehead
J Russel Marble and W. H. Inimum, lake since thie ice went out of the
until further notice.
‘‘That milk, cream or butter is ob who arrived Tuesday and were met lake.
tained from this animal is entirely by guides Frank Huntoon and Harry
H. W. Mosher, of Scluenectady, N.
gathered at a safe distance to gaze impractical and absurd, any shell Quimby.
They will! fish this lake a Y., and John Rodeck of Boston, took
and admire.
repegt having its origin from some few- days and then, as usual take a seven trout and two salmon in a
Jasper has taken upon himself the irresponsible source. We thank you trip to the different places, record day’s fishing.
Fred Bartlett
of
responsibility ais special chaperon for for ycur inquiry.”
ing a good catch no doubt.
Goulidsboro caught 20 trout and one
Eloise, and sine seems to have con
Hugh J. Chisholm and party of salmon and Edward Laney, guide at
And the “ irresponsible source” has
siderable confidence in him, espec been told that hdis duties about the New York friends, who greatly enjoy the Piscataquis Exchange tcok 30
CawMoose Attracts the Attention ially When he gives bier a little Paul farm do not include the dissem ed their fishing trip returning home trout and five salmon, one of which
gentle massage with a curry comb.
ination of information about moose Tuesday in Mr. ChiMitoLm’s private weighed seven pounds.
I. N. Gold
of Scientific ^Investigators
suc smith of (Beston, took 20 trout and
butter, or words to that effect that car, Columbia, had wonderful
Bobbie’s M o ther Disapproves t
Their catch included
both, M. C. Jackson of New York got floor.
Jasper can fully undrestand.—Bangor cess.
trout and salmon and many of them,
Exchange.
William Sheehan, W. D. Broughton
The cow-nnoose Eloise, Wihifclh. has
Of course the children ask no end
the largest a 4% pound trout and and G. A. Burbank, all of Bdston;
icqulred considerable publicity both
of questions and Jasper disseminates
5 y2 pound salmon, which they tcok N. J. Lamb of Sangerville, E. P. Dy
ia the rural and metropolitan prness,
information about the moose which
home to friends, as proof of their er of Portland and J. B. Levitzky of
because she has attached
herself
would astonish the Smithsonian In
skill as anglers and the good fishing New York, have been among the for
to the dairy herd of the Paul Ranch,
stitute zoologists.
down in Maine.
Mr. Chisholm plans tunate fishermen at tflue lake during
the scientifically conducted farm of
“ What’s moose-cows good for, any
a trip to thie Pacific coast in June, thie past few days.
Mr. Paul of Boston, appears to have
way?” piped little Bobbie Reynolds
but we hiclpe hie will return for the
attracted Uie attention of scientific
as lie peered between the
pasture Old Time Worcester Party Numbers September days.
investigators.
bans- the other night.
The roads are now in good shape
The farm superintendent says that
But Two This Year
“ Why, to give milk, same’s any
and Mr. Bowliey in his handsome
be will have to get a stenographer
other kind o’ cow,” replied Jasper.
new' Buick touring car, 1915 model C
handle the moose department cor
(Special Correspondence.)
“ Didn’t ye ever eat any moose but
37 makes quick tripes to Rangeley
respondence if this thing keeps up.
Mountain View House, Rangeley, and return.
The steam
laundry
ter?”
As near as can he ascertained by
Bobbie liad to confess that ' e Maine, May 14.—This Sis the time of opens next week and new machinery
County Attorney Fisher is making
careful investigation, Jasper Leath
Applications are a reputation this spring as a success
didn’t believe they ever Iliad any year when the Raingeieys can Well has been added.
ers started ELoise on the way to the
be called “ the Land beautiful.”No daily being received from many who
moose butter down to his house.
ful fisherman at Cobbosseeccntee and
tiles of the scientists.
Jasper
is
‘ ‘W-a-a-1, sakes alive! Never e ’t one appreciates more these perfect want to come for their first visit.
if he keeps on as he has started he
janitor of dairy B, head milker
n
any moose butter.
It’s great stuff. days, when the sky is so clear and
is apt to win the position of high,
tieup C-4 and holds the portfolio of
It’ll make hair grow on bald heads, tune and the pure air so refreshing,
line- among the Augusta seekers after
first assistant herdsman. He is also
you bet.
Next time wie churn the as those who have spent the winter
trout and salmon.
It was only about
something of a humorist, Jasper.
have
moose cream paps you can get some in business iin the city, and
a week ago that Mr.-Fi-sher captured
Eloise is a source of great wonder
and I’M bet youir ma will be some come for a ifishding trip.
a big salmon and last Saturday af
ment to the youngsters of the neigh
“ W e are boyts again,” said one as
sp’rised if ye come luggin’
home a
ternoon lie added to has laurels by
borhood, and when she
comes
in
he tossed his hat high in the air, and
pat o ’ moose butter.”
capturing a big trout.
He was out
with the herd at night there is al
Bobbie ran home and tore into the ,laughed so heartily as hiiis eld guide
with
Deputy
Sheriff
Henry
Eimery
most always a group of children
house with, popping eyes.
“ Jasper was greeted.
New York*Man Lands Nine Salmon and had James McLaughlin for a
A year ago now the ice had not
says that moose butter’s great stuff
guide, and the prize taken measured
—
In One Day
an’ that it'll make hair grow on bald left the lake, the grass had not tak
22 inches in length and tipped the
heads, an’ he’s gonna give me a pat en on the bright green, but 1915 is
&
scales at six and one-half pounds.
Bangor, Me., May 13, 1915.
next time they churn an’ I’m gonna no doubt an exceptional; year as the
The fisherman's modesty prevented
has
For the past few days the ’fish him telling about the catch, but one
give some to Uncle Davie to make (fisihng of the last fdw days
ermen have enjoyed fine
Weather. of his companions gave the story ahair grow on ’is haed an’
have proven.
TIME TABLE
Each day now brings new arrivals, Bright sun and light breeze have
some on my bread an’ butter, cause
way and here it is.—Kennebec Jour
some to tarry only 1erg enough: to made conditions perfect for the sal
Jasper says its’ gjreat stuff an’— ”
nal.
In Effect May 3, 1915
make a Short business trip,
White mon fishermen at Sebec Lake, Me.
Bobbie couldn’t see what
there
Is The 10.00 p. m. sleeper from Boston
FARMINGTON—Passenger trains teave Farm was to laughit at, nor where the joke othehs linger to fish for days.
The Department of Fish and Game
ington for Phillips. Rangeley, Kingfield and B igthere any other sport that calls Up via Northern Maine Jet.,
without
was
on
his
Unicle
Dave,
nor
why
his
«k»wat 5:15 P. M-. and fo r Phillips at 12:07 P. M.
reports the receipt of the record c.f
such
pleasant
me(n¥>riesi,
or
makes
change
to
Dover
&
Fcxcroft,
arriv
Passenger trains arrive from Phillips at 6:56 A. mother sputtered, declaring “ that Jas
Sanford
the old man a boy again like goinig- ing at 9.27 is much appreciated and a prosecution before the
N., and from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at
per Leathers otter be in better bus
S10 P. M.
municipal court on May 6. James M.
a-fishing?
Time,
“
It
ils
not
all
cf
well
patronized
by
the
fishermen,
Nixed train arrives at 9:35 A . M., and leaves at iness than stuff in’ children’s
heads
Deputy
fishing to fash,” but the expectation bound far Packard’s Camps, Sebeh Hutcheson, prosecuted by
11:00 P. M.
full o’ suclh foolishness.”
Game
Warden
Charles
C.
Chadhourne,
and
the
hope
of
a
bagger
filsili
next
Lake, Me.
STRONG—Passenger trains leave fo r Farmington at 6:23 A. M. and 1:37 P. M.. fo r P hillips at
time.
Among the late arrivals are Gen. was fined $14* and costs for fishing
12:37 P. M., and for Phillips and Rangeley at 5:46
Scientists
T
a
k
e
Up
the
Scent
Al Sprague was putting up a lunch E. S. Boss, Mr. John Hickey and Mr. lu closed waters tributary to BonP. M„ and for Kingfield and Bigelow at f :60 P. M.
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at 12:37
for his paints-, who were going out for Leonard of WilMiimantie, Conn.; Geo. meg Beg pond.
P. M. and 5:46 P. M ..from Bigelow at 1:25 P. M.,
The school teacher who boards tine day this morning, and was say- Edigerley and Irving Preble are guide
from Ransreley at 1:8* P. M.. and from Phillips at
«:23 A. M. and 1:37 P. M.
there
wrote all about it to her beau, in g something to himself which sound for this party, and they are having
Mrs. James M. Graves has given
Nixed train arrives from Phillips at 8:46 A . M..
trora Ransreley at 10:36 A. M. and from Kingfield who is an ‘ "Aggie” student, major ed much like, ‘Till Isee they get all extra good luck fishing, and have a up the lease of the Rumford Inn and
•t 8:10 A. M.
ing in animal Industry and specializ the fried onions fluey want this trip. number of good salmon, weighing has gone to South. Arm of the Rich
Nixed train leaves for Phillips at 1:46 P. M., fo r
It Should thilnk a dimmer at the hotel from three to five pounds each to ardson Lake, where she ’will run the
Farmington at 8:45 A. M., fo r Bigelow at 9:00 A . ing in dairying uip in Vermont.
M„ and for Phillips and Rangeley at 12:01 P. M.
Mr.
J.
J. Sunset Camps for the summer.
appears that the school teacher’s would be a mighty sight better blnan prove their prowess.
PHILLIPS—Passenger trains leave fo r Farm -, beau didn’t have a very acute insight what we fellows cook on the shore, Cotter of New York City, with Char
ington at 6:00 A. M. and 1:16 P. M., fo r Rangeley
upon the intricacies of rural Maine but 1 never see anybody that could lie IMoore for a guide is having good
at6:13 P. M. *
Trial Justice John L. Howard of
Mr. Cotter is a very- con
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at 12:55 humor, and the professor to whom eat half as much as them city folks sport.
Ridlonville reports the prosecution of
P. M. and 6:08 P. M., from Rangeley at 1:06 P. M_
servative
sportsman,
and
akes
it,
a
can
when
out
doors.”
Nixed trains leave fo r Farmington at 7:30 A . M., lie related the case of the butterRalph Bennett before him May 3.
The Damon party of Fitchburg, ,rule| to not kill more than two sal
Rangeley at 1:20 P. M., Strong 10:15 A . M.
giving moose down in Maine
had
charged with fishing through- the ice
Nixed trains arrive from Rangeley at 10:00 A . M.,
have mon in one day.
Perhaps
the
school Mass:., who came last week,
from Strong at 12:25 P. M.. and from Farmington even- less.
in closed waters in March.
He was
Mr. L. W. Kingsley and Mr. F. B.
teacher neglected to inclose a diag been joined by a friend who comes to
at2:15 P. M.
fined $11 and costs.
The
arrest
try the Rangeley fishing for the first Rogers of New* York have returned
* RANGELEY—Passenger train leaves for Farm- ram, showing the point of the joke.
was made by Sheriff L. M. Hodsdon.
ngton at 11:25 A. M.. and arrives from Farminghome.
Harry
Crockett
guided
Messrs.
time,
Arthur
H.
Loiwe
of
thie
same
Anyway, an item about producing
ton at 7:50 P. M.
Mr. Lowe has already caught Kingsley and Rogers, and they oaugfh
farm in city.
Nixed train arrives from Strong at 3:45 P. M., moose butter on the Paul
Chief Game Warden F. E. Jorgen
and leaves at 7:30 A . M.
Searsmont, Me., got into a college thie fishing fever and has a case oif in four days’ fishing, 37 salmon, the
sen
of Northern Aroostook, county re
largest
weighing
five
and
one-half
SALEM—Passenger train leaves at 1:0OjP. M. publication, then was copied
tire
worst
kind,
that
I
think
he
caught
into
for Farmington and arrives at 6:15 P. M.
Mr. Kingsley caught in one ports to the office of thel commitethe agricultural column, of a news from reading the records of what pounds.
KINGFIELD—Passenger train leaves fo r B ige
bis friends landed iin thie past, for day nine salmon, the smallest they sioner of inland fisheries and game
low at 9:00 A. M. and 6:38 P. M., fo r Farmington paper and' several clipping bureaus
even their fish stories become fish estimated weighed two and one-half the payiment of a fine and costs of
at 12:40 P. M.
gleaned it.
Only three of these fish $49 by Gasper Goss of Oxbow, on
BIGELOW—Passenger train leaves fo r Farm
Nearly every mall brings serious facts, when In black and white. May pounds.
ington at 10:50 A . M.. and arrives from Farm ingwere
killed.
The other six were April 30, fer killing and having In his
communications to the farm
here he have his name there with, fnore
ton at 7:28 P. M., from Kingfield at 10:00 A . M.
taken
froim
tire
hook very carefully possession one deer on July 5, 1914.
than
one
record
before
be
goes
home
asking
for
information.
One
from
F . N . B E A L , General M anager
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MAINE WOODS

mired as will be the salmon that the
ly valuable is the fact that it adjoins
department will send to the show.
a 60,000-acre tr*act which its owner,
Commissioner Henry D. S. Wood
Mr. E. A. Mollhemny, ha,s devoted to
bury of the sea and shore department
bird protection.
When tlie Founda
will aid in securing for the first time
tion carries cut its intention of ac
an exhibit of live fish that are such
quiring all the available nearby laud,
these bird refuges in Louisiana will Menagerie to be Made Up oi an important food factor in the home
of the people.
Either large tanks
become one great game preserve of
Specimens Furnished by Fish
or a pocl in which to show the fish
500 square miles, covering a frontage
will be provided. There is much
and Game Department
of seventy-five miles on the Gulf
hostility toward dog fish along the
Coast .“ Sportsmen’s Review.
shore and an educational campaign
When mem like Justice Charles 3.
against these sharks will be stimulaHughes of the U. S. Supreme bench
ted by this shoivP. These are a few
Canadian. Mexican, Caban and Panama sub- _;]lie w j[] have, found little time to be
select a summer home site in the
sedpCion Si) cents extra. Foreign subscription
of the big features of the eXposi.
idle and there is plenty mere to do.
Maine woods it is a sufficient guaran
6 cents extra. •
ticn and it is encouraging to leairn
C. L . Chamberlain.
tee that there is something peculiar
tkaterstl as second class matter. January H,
that wide spread interest has bean
ly attractive and satisfying in the
t®S9. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
aroused already.
C O N S E R V A T IO N T H R O U G H
EDUthe A ct of March 3. 1879,
allurements of the scenery, climate
C A T IO N .
Ladies Dressed in Their Favorite and environment which men of large
T a j Meune Woods thoroughly covers the entire
affairs require when in quest ci’ rec
state o i Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp
Red Dresses.
Out in California they have adopt
reation.
Justice Hughes plans
to
ing and Outing news, and the Franklin county
ed a motto which is growing in fav
domain, in the Rangeley region
all
lo sally.
Maine Woods -ultcits com-nunications and fish or every day, ‘ ‘Ccnservatiom Through
The late Senator William
Phillips was visited by a band of summer.
and game photographs from ts readers.
Education.”
This is the watchword Gypsies Wednesday earning through;
P.
Frye,
whose
name Is recalled aWhen ordering the address o f vour paper
of the game protectionists out there, Farmington.
changed, please give the old as wed as new
It was reported there new by the recent destruction of the
and it is along these lines that the that there were seven teams and 72 ship by that name, was long devoted
address.
Fish and Game Commission of that in the party, but only four teams to the Rangeleys and its rare beaut
T H U R S D A Y , M A Y 20, 1915.
state hope to win out.
Justice Hughes is one of the
came to town.
There were 16 child ies.
This movement vis not new in thie ren in the party.
Some of the wor really big men cf the country and
Golden Gate State, how’ever, for oth men made attempts to predict the he will be a welcome guest there this
EUSTIS
ers have adopted methods based a- i future for people.
sumlmer.
Icmg similar lines, and at the present
May 17.
Charles Skillings, who was in town
One of the aims of the Maine
Mr. and Mrs. George Ricker have time New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, that day stated that they camped on State Exposition is to emphasize
gone to Big Island Camps to work. Alabama, and in fact numerous other the Skillings farm Tuesday
night, the business asset which Maine scen
Mrs. Ricker will do cabin and laund states, realize that the be'st way to wlui^'i is a few miles this side of ery affords. A large section cf space
attain the end is to begin at the be
ry work and Mr. Ricker will guide.
Farmington, and seemed very peace is to be devoted to the fishing and
That beginning is to teach
Mrs. Jack Parnell of Stratton has ginning.
able and honest and willing to pay tourist attractions, all to the effect
gone to the Chain of Pond sporting the young people to love our feather for everything they had,
although, that people from beyond the confines
ed neighbors, and when this move
camps to cock for the summer.
the report came to them that they cf the state may heed the summer
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Gordon visited ment is once well under way, the were driven out of Farmington. Mr. call which is not only safer but more
first great step in game preservation
Mrs. E. A. Gordon ^Sunday, May 16.
James Skillings was invited to their satisfying than European excursions
Mrs. Cmar Dutrrell of Stratton has will have been taken.
camping grounds and much enjoyed Thousands of Maine men do not realThis campaign of bird education,
gone to Big Island to work.
amd ize what wholesome,
inexpensive
theiy accounts of their many
Donald Emery and Helen
Taylor which is begun in our public schools, varied experiences.
sport may be had here at home with
are carrying the mail for the Pere teaches not cnly the pleasures'to be
Those who take the
Mrs. Skillings sent the following rod and gun.
had through a closer acquaintance
serve.
note to Maine Woods which
they trivial trouble of attending the ex
Mrs. Elsie North .of Buffalo, N. Y., with cur bird neighbors, but also the
wrote, and we are copying it verba position will get a first hand view of
Mrs. Joe White’s sister, came
cut benefits which farmers derive from
the game and the fish they hear so
tim:
from Blakeslee Camps May 12, and their presence. It teaches them just
‘ ‘We have left Oklahoma in the much about, live specimens in nearly
what part is played by birds and
has returned home.
year of 1914, May 15th.
We have their natural environment, reproduced
and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lockwood
of other inhabitants of ou;r field
Struck By the way Lincoln,
New O' a small scale.
Gardiner have gone to Big Island to forests in the great scheme cf life.
H O N . A R T H U R C H A P IN
There are two floors in the new
Braka and we went trough St. Louis,
cook.
Miss Katherine N. Hibson of It inculcates a love for all the birds,
M. O. and other lot of citys which exposition building and one is to have W ho Announces His Candidacy foi
whether they are songsters, wild fowl
. the
Republican Nomination Fof
Gardiner has gone to Big Island.
we cant name and Chicago, Cleve a large reservation, in tine form of a
Governor of Maine In 1916
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Pierce
and or upland game birds, and this know
land, Buffalo, Syracuse,
Rochester, deer park and habitations for bur
their help have come to go to King ledge will on more than one occas
Hen. Arthur Chapin of Bangor,
Albany, Springfield, and Boston. But rowing animals and those that climb
& Bartlett Camps.
Ziba Davis is ion stay a hand in wanton slaughter.
This Maine menagerie will i who announces that he will be a canwe have stayed in Boston for five trees.
going to drive backboard for
Mr. After all it 5s man., and man alone,
months and we left Boston the year be made up of specimens furnished didate in the primaries of 1916 foi
who takes life for the mere pleasure
Pierce this summer.
of 1915 April 1st.
Now we are by the interior fish and game de the Republican nomination for gov
Birds and beasts of
ernor of Maine, is widely known and
Following are the recent arrivals at of taking it.
making our way to Oquossoe, Maine. partment of the state under direct
highly ecteemed in every part of tli*
‘ The Sargent” : Tom E. Moore, Fair- prey do so also, it is true, but in
ion
of
the
commission,
Harry
B.
Aus
jWe are 27 in the tribe by the famstate as a'fine type of the pfogressiva
field; Raymond E. Murray, Kiingfield;j their case it is part of the scheme
tin of Phillips;, chairman, Frank E. business man and civic / leader, anft
ily of Dubuque, and Costellos.”
in
the
struggle
for
existence.
With
Floyd Taylor, Strattcn; j . D. LockThis company belongs to the Cher Mace of Augusta and Walter I. Neal one whose participation in public afwood and wife, Gardiner; Mrs. Elsie man it is different; and when man
T. A. James, lairs alwa>s has been marked by digokee Tribe.
Mr. Skillings reported of Waldo, associates.
North, Buffalo, N. Y.; V. F. Small; kills game for the mere pleasure of
curator of the museum in the state r.ity and success. A native of (Bringthere were 42.
Farmington; William H. Coyan, Wat- the slaughter, without thought of us
co-operate | *Qn» Mr. Ch pin has spent the greatMrs. Weston Parker reported that house, is authorized to
erville; Otis Witham and wife, Wil ing what be kills, then he descends
and er part of his life in Bancor, where
they were camped on the Weld road with the exposition managers
he has pros iered in business, being
liam Douglass, Madrid; Katherine N. below the level of the bird or beast
live specimens
just after turning from the main read bring to the show the
,. ,
I now the bead of a large wholesale
of prey.
Gibson, Gardiner.
above Blake Hill, when they passed of fish and game which are of rare house an(i v;here hC! has been hon.
This idea of educating our youth is
there early in the evening and no interest to children and their parwith three successive electicns
a good one; at w'ill go far toward de
ents.
as mayor by tfcci ive Republican
doubt they remained for the night.
stroying that primal instinct to kill
Fish of different sizes will be tak- majorities. He is identified with many
for the pure pleasure of it, which is
en from the hatcheries and given of the financial. industrial, commermore or less latent in all of us, and
spaioe in glass tanks in full view of eial, philanthropic and educations.
in its stead will come a love for all
the patrons of the exposition.
Live Institutions of the city, and alway*
wild life, and birds in particular(Written for Maine Woods.)
has manifested an active interest in
trout are beautiful in their sportive
all that concerns the welfare of hit
It will net kill those desires for
Csseo, Mich.., 1915.
|moments and they will be much ad- city and the state.
Summer, and the trapper’s
idle legitimate sports afield, but it will
In short, this
time!
What? IDLE?
The trapper point out moderation..
need never be idle unless he wish. conservation education will teach, the
But summer—surely summer is a rising generation to enjoy the more
esthetic side of sport.
It will teach Belgrade Lakes Looking Its Best
busy time.
How? ' Let. us see.
Now the fur bearers have mated, ou|r sons and daughters that it is not
and Ready* for Business,
most of them have brought
forth tlie size of the bag that counts, but
theiir young and cne or both the par the way that you get your game; it
(Special to Maine Woods.)
ents, usual y only the mother, must will teach them that a limited bag
Belgrade
Lakes, Me., May 17.—Last
be on the watch to supply the young obtained in a legitimate way is worth
sters with food and protect them from more than twice the amount secured Thursday eleven fishermen came to
the lakes for three days’ fishing, re
danger.
Often the very care
of in a,n unsportsman-like manner.
If you buy “ White House” Coffee, you
turning Sunday night a well satis
the mother to guard her babies leads
Legislation will eventually win out
may
be certain its packing in sealed,
Their catch consisted
to their detection, for like many in the protection of our wild life, fied crowd.
ail-tin cans insures its delivery into your
birdls, most animals will seek to pro but legislation alone cannot do it, of 39 trout and four salmon, weighing
Two of the
hands in a perfect, unimpaired condition
tect their young by running
into for real protection can only come from 3 to 4 y2 pounds.
—without the possibility of adulteration
view at some distant point to lead when the public is thoroughly educa party own camps on the shore cf
Great Lakes, Herbert L. Kelley and
the watcher away from tie
little ted.
|
or
admixture, or exposure to contaminat
The others were Fred
ones.
Th,i.s is the time to be watch
This, the United States Govern R. L. Clark.
ing
influences.
IT’S WORTH THE
Ruful L.
ing all dens for even if only out at ment,^backed up by the schools of Clark, W. S. Cimst
TROUBLE.
‘
.
T.
LeavWk
night time, their presence will
be the country, hopes to do in time.
Cummings,
W
i
*
visible and the trapper son be locat
While much has already been done
Dwinell-W right Co.,. Principal C offee Roastert, Boston & CKicag
McClutrik,
ing these dens and making
plam- along these Hines many people are Edward Stevens, M. E.
A lucky and happy
for the fall.
still of the opinion that bird protec- Herbert Kelley.
crowd
and
we
hope
some time to see
Along shallow streams, lake shores Iticn is wholly sentimental. Perhaps
and the like muskrat^ have t eir un- sentiment does play a great part in them again.
Belgrade Lakes is looking at its
dergroumd tunnels and the presence it as it does in all important tilings
of living occupants may be detect- of life, but whien one looks further best and is ready for the summer
to
be
ed by the runways through
moss into the subject he finds that the business which is expected
large
this
season.
and water weeds where the little ; movement is largely economic. The
fresh, warm bleed and pass on leaving the body for other less fastidiISSUED WEEKLY
|cus eaters.
But the young are not
j always at hand when the kill! is made
: and feathers, st ales or tufts of hair
Phillips, Maine
mark the location cf a feast usually
not far from a den.
Coon seek the
L. B. BRACKETT,
“ coon” or nicely hollowed trees in
Business Manager
|which their presence is located Ky
; the roughly scratched bark along the
O tfriNG . EDITIO N
i sides and especially near the holes,
pages .............................................. I LOO per year
i When the trapper lias located the
LOCAL E D IT IO N
12 and 16 p a g es ................................ $i.65 per year |dens of the fur bearers in his region

MAINE STATE
EXPOSITION

i. W. Brackett Co.

THE GYPSIES
VISIT PHILLIPS

ANNOUNCES

CANDIDACY

SUMMER FOR
THE TRAPPER

FISHERMEN ARE
WELL SATISFIED

beasts pass in and out. Skunks Jove I Rockefeller Foundation has cnly ro
te locate under old buildings along Gently paid $225,000 for 85,000 acres
stone walls, under big stumps, any in Louisiana which; is to be used as
12 Rats Caught in One Day
where that woodchucks have made a game refuge for migratory . birds.
One $3.00 Rat Trap (resets itself)
preparations for them by burrowing There is without a doubt more than j will be sent prepaid upon receipt of
out dens.
Often a whcle family r: prire sentiment in this for the pro- •$2.00 as sample. Made of galvanized
skunks may be located under an a- maters realize what these birds mean iron, 22 inches high, 10 inches diameter.
Money back if not satisfied. H. D.
baridoned house, or large
stump. to the farmer and the agriculturist, SWARTS, Inventor and Manufacturer,
Mink and weasel enter cavities o~ and that it is necessary to keep Box 566, Scranton, Pa.
simply nest-up in piles of logs, limbs these birds in order to have those
or stones.
Like that of other ani •who raise cur crcps succeed.
PALMER ENGINES AND
mals the den- is best determined by
The property purchased (by the
LAUNCHES.
the droppings as well as by fragments Rockefeller Foundation is; near Marsh
Special
2
12 H. P. engine for canoes
of small animals, birds or fish eaten. Island, La., Which was secured
in and light boats,
$48.00. Largest stock
But whenever possible these blood 1912 by Mrs. Russell Sage for til e in Maire. Catalogue free. PALMER
thirsty beasts like to kill, drink tine same purpose.
What makes it doub BROS., 39 Portland Pier. Po tland. Me.

Here is a car of remarkable features.
Stylish*
speedy, handsomely finished, easy to operate, absolutely
reliable, and very economical in up-keep.
Not a single feature lacking th at enters into the
make-up of a strictly high grade car. Best quality equip
ment throughout. Always pleased to demonstrate.
CHAS. W. SKILLINGS,

R. F. D. 4, Farmington, Me.
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CLASSIFIED
One cant a word In advance. N o headline or
4(b«r display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

FOR SALE—Wood saw outfits:
3
H. P. complete $85: 4% H. P. $110:
I H. P. $126: 6 nH. P. $150. Guarunteed for five years.
28 inch saw
$6 50.
Other sizes in proportion.
Thirty days free trial. Thorndike
Machine Co., Portland, Maine.
A competent housekeeper
wishes
to do general housework in a small
family.
Has a boy 13 years old
whom she wishes to take with her.
Send answers to Mrs. George Alien,
Wilton, Maine.
WANTED—A housekeeper. For
ther information write to Box
Bustis, Maine.

fur
67,

CAMP FOR GIRLS on shore of Rangeley Lake.
Address Miss
Sarah
Maude Soule, Rangeley, Maine.
FOR SALE— Sunymer cottage
and
stable, together with lots.
if sold
*t once will be sold for less than it
cost to build. Information regarding
same cheerfully given.
F. G. Hay
den, Abbott, Maine.
FOR SALE—Potato
something new, the
variety, originated
Mountain potato.
$1.00 per bushel.
Phillips, Maine.

seed for planting,
Blue
Mountain
from the Green
Very nice. Seed
Frank Chandler,

WANTED—A few boarders at Grand
View Farm.
Elderly
or
middle
n aeed people preferred.
Fine fish
ing.
Good hunting.
Teams
fur§ risked.
For information
address
Maine Woods.
FOR SALE or rent— Seven room co t
tage near inlet on Rangeley
Lake.
D. E. Lamb. Rangeley, Maine.

NOTES FROM
ALL AROUND
Mies Rachael Marble, who is en
route to the Rangeleys, is being en
tertained by Mr. and Mrs.
Franc is
J. Braun of Portland.
The Brauns
will leave this week for their sum
mer cottage on the Cape Shore.
Dr. Wallace E. W ebber of Lewis
ton, who has been very active in
bringing about the erection
of
a
modern hotel in Lewiston, according
to plans prepared by architects un
der the direction of Frank A. Mun.
sey, the millionaire magazine
pub
lisher, has received word that Mr.
Munsey's offer to take over and op
erate the hotel has been withdrawn.
Mr. Munsey’6 reason for withdraw
ing the offer was the lack of finan
cial support of the project by Lew
iston people.
Not for years, say tile Isaac Wal
tons, has there been such fishing «t
Swan lake as there is this season.
Although the fishing is only begun
some big catches have already been
made.
Many claim that the screen
which was recently installed at the
dam on the lower end of Swan lake,
or Goose pond, as it was originally
called, is responsible for the in
crease and size of the fish
this
year. Years past many of these big
fish went down over the dam and
many were destroyed by the
mill
wheels several* miles below.
Now,
with the screen, the fifiih are kept
in the pond with the result,
many
believe, that there will he
better
fishing than has been enjoyed tor
10 or 15 years.
Although nothing as
yet has been reported for big catches
at Georges lake, Liberty, some ot
the bfggest fish ever caught in this
vicinity have been taken from t e
Georges and the pond is a popular
rescirt.
Tine John F. Conroy
recreation
camps at Gablboaseeoc otee have re
ceived a 21-foet V bottom
launch
and the craft was put
overboard
last week.
It is equipped with a
12-horsepower Ferro engine.
Charles T. Bratten, who has been
stopping at the
Stoddard
House,
Farmington for several weeks,
lias
left for King and Bartlett
dam ps
where lie will pass the season.
the

f is h in g

season

is

on.

SUBSCRIBE NOW FOR MAINE
WOODS.
\

SOME MORE
GOOD FISHING

ers, with Ebenezer Binkley
guide, to Carry Pond.
ness, is quite beyond the comprehen
went out for a day’s fishing on the
The garden its- soon to be planted sion of all fair minded people the
lake and a shore dinner.
Everyone and the sweet pea.s and flower seeds world around.
We suspect that it
congratulated them on their return have already come uip and are only would suit the multitude of the
for Miss Jones Iliad not only a smile waiting for warm and sunny days to world's population if all notions, not
The already i.11 the l’ight should
march
Hussey of Norridgewock High Line but a 6 y2 pound salmon, which gave give them a chance to grow.
luer a good battle before he
was good old summer time in all
its shoulder to shoulder and crush the
safe in the net.
at Jones' Camps Thus Far.
beauty will soca be here.
“ Dual-Monarchies” to earth, never
Mrs. Gee.. W. Andrews and Miss
to rise again for any such preposter
Mosquito, Me., May 18.—During the Florence Maxwell of Woonsocket, R.
ous purpose as actuates them in this
past week the fishing- bias been fine, 1., registered here Tuesday
night,
present herculean struggle for 'supre
l ilt the trout taken average smaller and the next morning went to Sad
macy.
God is still “ The God of
than the first week’s catch.
Nations” ; let us all look for the
dleback Catnips cm Dead River Pond
glorious end, which-, ii; ti e day of
Chat Hussey o f Norridgewock is “where they will, as for several years
high line so far this spring. He took past, spend several weeks of
the
realization will amply justify
the
in three days’ fishing 25 trout, Larg early season.
Christian’s befief:
“There is a
Trolling Good as Last Year;“ Billy” Divinity that shapes our ends, roughest 4V2, 2, 2 and 1V2 pounds. Others
Coming by ‘special train the * fol
hew them how we will.”
were smaller. He carried home his lowing railroad officials were
Completes Lean-To
here
limit, 15 pounds dressed trout.
Just before closing this Letter a
for dinner Tuesday, Geo. S. Hobbs,
Parties in camp who will
return Vice President of Sandy
guide, Roy Pollard, came back from
River &
Oxbow, Me., May 17, 1915.
the lake, bringing two lusty trout,
home to-morrow are Wrn. Brackett, Rangeley Lakes'R. R .; Fred N. Beal,
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
in season, for a royal good supper.
1.) pounds of fish, largest IY2 pounds; General Manager; B. T.
Wheeler,
Monday, May 10th, was a red-let He .reported the whole party safely in
Mr. Brown of Waterville, 12 pounds, Chief Engineer of Portland and Wal
ter
day in our 1915 calendar.
Just camp at the lake, although there was
largest 2 pounds; Mr. Noble of Wat ter Tooth aker, rend master.
a week ago snow co-vered the ground some difficulty in rounding two or
erville, 12 pounds; Mr. Hilton
of
several of the tourists have spok
Norridgewock, 8 pounds, largest 1y2 en of the fine condition of the “ little to the depth of two feet; i,f it had three log jams.
Trolling is just as good as last
pounds; Mr. Porter of Norridgewock, railroad” and how much they en been dry snow, instead of very damp,
it wouldsibave piled up three feet no year, which is good enough.
The
7 pounds, largest lt£ pounds;
Mr. joyed the novelty of the ride
and douh-t.
The day also marked the weather is unusually fine—cool nights
C. R ussell1' c f
Norridgewock,
15 the beautiful scenery as they
fol appearance of the first out-of-town
Nearer home sow
pounds, largest 2% pounds.
lowed the Sandy River frem Farming- automobile. We also caught the first and warm days.
ing of cats goes on a-pace; potatoes
W e expect several parties
frem
ton to Rangeley.
trout in Umcolcus stream.
It also later.
Trout are going up the Um
Boston this week.
The following party in, their tour- j was signalized by the arrival of our colcus stream, and men and boys,
ing car were here this week while 1 first party of sportsmen: Thos. H. including the scribe, are pulling out
enjoying an auto trip to different Pratt, F. G. Small and David Calhoun many toothsome specimens.
Lloyd
places in Maine:
Messrs. Franklin of Portland; J. H. Towle of Boston; Currier, a mere Lad, took a 2 x/2
G Smith, E. S. Carman, Paul E. Ry- P C. Smith., Jr., of Northport, Stat pounder from under a blanket of soap
ann of Cleveland, Chio, T. H. Calla en Island, N. Y.; I. L. Gibson
of froth cn a foot, of water, and less
han cf New Durham. N. H., and N. North Conway, N. H .S t a n le y
K. than three feet from the rock on
S. Stowell cf Dixfielcl.
Smith of Westfield, Mass.; H. D. which he stood.
More to follow.
Tourists Come This Way En Route
Maj. Duncan B. Harrison of New Kellogg of Philadelphia, and J. C.
Yours cordially,
York, who- ovvn-s the fine camps on Faulkner of New York; together with
J. C. Hartshorne.
for Megantic Clnb
the lake shore has been here for a nine guides, Geo. Fleming, Welman
_______
>v
few days accompanied by W. S. Fleming, Henry Smith, Boardmun
LIBERTY HALL AGAIN OPEN
(S p e c ia l Correspondence.)
Lawson, a New Yorker, • who lias Stone and Stanley Chase of Oxbow;
Rangeley Tavern, May 20.— It
is leased 'one of the camps and will in Cihauncy Condon of Smyrna
Mills;
(Continued from page on©).
hoped the much wanted
Rangeley a short time come with his party Bill O’Connell of Ashland,
John
Deer Park Lodge is also open for
weather c f clear sun shire and good for- an extended stay.
Swazey also of Ashland and Roy Pol the season and Benj. Pearson
and
fishing has come to stay.
Miss G. Martindale .of New York, lard of Masardis.
They brought two family of Byfield, Mass., will as us
A year ago nc.w the ice had not wh.o was cn-e of the first to come loads of canoes, baggage, tents, “land ual spend part of the summer there.
left the lake, but now everywhere it by auto this year was for several a’1 the fixin’s.”
Camp Midway on the carry is to
is “ springtime, beautiful spring,” days at
Pickford’s Camps.
Vid
Our home camp at the Bow wras a day being put in order for W. C.
and the birds and wild flewers are Binkley her gudd-e, said, “ Miss Mar lively place with 23 hungry souks in Bearce and party, who com,e
from
with us, and the city folks are daily tindale is a good fisherman and had the family to be fed and housed, not Lewiston to-night.
The garden on
coming back for their summer
so- a pair of 4-pound salmon, several 3 including three other souls, our host the hillside is being planted and the
t
journ in the Rangeleys, one of the pounds each and a 2-pound trout to and hostess, Mr. and Mrs.
Billy deer will soon have a nice
lunch,
most attractive com ers in Maine.
Soule, their daughter Grace
Soule even if they have to jump the wire
take heme this trip.”
Last Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Charles! Vid is now guiding one of
the and James Albion Thomas, their nep fence.
R Adams cf Philadelphia, who have guests of this hotel, Theo Prince of hew.
Ca.pt. Billy is a liberal pro
Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
Cushman of
com e to spend their ninth summer at New York, a new- comer.
The guides made themselves Lynn, Mass., returned
The first vider.
home
this
the Rangeley Lake House arrived to day on the lake they had fislhed all bough beds under a tent in our pine morning after a pleasant stay of ten
remain here until June 1, when that day, but no luck. At 6 o’clock they grove close by, and after a hearty, days and good luck fishing.
hotel opens.
Mrs. Adams has had started to come in, and as
they early breakfast, six of the party
Dr. F. A. Morrell and John A. Dady
many a battle with the
Rangeley rowed around the point met a party with guides and all trappings,
set of Putnam, Conn., spent most
of
Lake salmon and others are waiting of salmon who were going to a con sail Tuesday for Lake Millmagassett, the week here and with John Chad
for her skillful handling o f the rod vention of their own at the other end 25 miles by canoe up the Aroostook wick guide, caught all they wanted
before they are reeled in.
Mr. and of the lake.
For an hour there was river for a sojourn of ten days or and could take home.
“ Morrell
Mrs. Adams have not yet had time something doing, for Mir. Prince had mere.
The rest of the party start rock” in the pool was' named for the
to fish, for there are so many of the jgreat sport as he landed a trio of ed Wednesday morning.
Doctor’s father, who
once
while
placets and friends at the Rangeleys salmon weighing 3%
pounds,
3 The trip takes a. day and a half, fishing fell from the rock and had a
pounds and 4% poimdsi, and is now camping one night under a lean-to, cold bath.
to see.
W. A. Garrigues cf Plainfield, N. a (most enthusiastic fisherman, and which Billy lias just completed, some
R. M. Lunm and H. G. Lombard of
If the trol Auburn were week-end guests.
J., is here this week looking out for started off this m-cming hoping to ten miles up streamling in the lake is as good in re
the building of his fine set of log make a better record to-day.
“There is a fish in the pool,” and
camps on the lake shore of his big
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Hackett and sults as it was last year, the whole as there are no logs to drive through
farm.
The camps are of peeled Frank Persons of SkoiWhegan were party will have a fine lot of trout the sluice and across the lakes this
logs, one 28 by 32 feet, which
is among the a-uto parties who register to eat, and enough more to take to year the fly fishermen should be on
the folks at home.
There are some the spot early.
the living room and the dining camp ed here this week.
of
After a feiv days at York Camps, beauties there, and multitudes
26 by 28 feet, and when completed
Chef Hindi© is again kept busy
will be most attractive. The work Loon Lake, Messrs. L. C. Rice, L. “ near beauts,” good enough for any at breakfast time, broiling and fry
ing fish.
Mrs. Elmer
Woodbury
is being rushed by Ansel Iloar and S. Tyler cf Baltimore, Md., F. G. Ty string.
We are sorry to have to record the takes, care that there is always an
-:t is intended to have them ready for ler of Providence, R. I., and Geo.
hungry
tile family, who. are expected
the- M. Cross stopped h e r e on their way' serious (because very painful) illness extra piece of pie for the
of Mrs. William Currier, postmistress guest.
Herman Marston has to have
first of July.
We are glad that this down tlie lake on a fishing trip.
Inflammatory rheuma the wood brought by the cartload, if
People are commencing to go to the at the Bow.
family its to make Rangeley
tbe:r
summer h.ome and hope for many Mfegantic Club,’ ard now go this tism brought her to bed about two the woodbox that holds half a cord
Dr. Nowl^nd of Ash is full and the four foot back logs
Messrs. S. L. Lusting and weeks ago.
years to come they will enjoy
life route.
o,n the lake shore.
v It. F. S'Via.effer cf Providence. R. land was called, who, with a trained are kept burning inrthe west camp.
As the guests reach the wharf and
Tuesday, Jerome M. Bell of New 1., were here for the week en route nurse, Miss Delia Cushing of Houlton have changed her condition of look up at the hotel all notice the
York joined his friend, Mr. Garrigues for Big Island.
Almost every night the rooms at suffering to one of comparative com change that has come over the place
and with Clyde Wilcox guide, is for
“ Let the which has been painted a tango yel
the first time enjoying salmon fish this hotel a-re all taken, -for there is fort and *r convalescence.
low with dark green trimmings.
ing.
The first salmon lue caught now an unusual amount of travel, good work go on.”
Miss Mary Briggs cf Masardis, for
was a three pounder, and one two some to remain only for dinner as
pounds, hut to-day lie is after a 'big they motor over'the country, others some time a member of Win. Cur
one.
Mr. Bell its much pleased with f- r a short business trip, while many rier’s family, has been appointed as
sistant postmistress^ (or clerk) and
this, his first visit to this
region tarry for an extended stay.
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Mackinnon and lias discharged ail her duties accept
and we trust lie will after this be
family of New York, with Eiben Ham ably, besides helping Mr. Currier in 1
an annual corner.
“ No work
E. LedeLiey, the Brooklyn gentle den their guide, are now on a trip his general store work.
'is hard which is done willingly.”
man, who has come for the summer,
“ Handsome is as handsome does.”
is still telling how glad lie is to be
We are anxiously watching
and
W i ll i a m F . N y e is the great
back and as lie and Mr. Adame last
wading at the river for more trout,
night received an order by telegram
est authority on refined oils in the
Of an Occasional Trip to
the first of which your senile cap world. He was the first bottler; has
t j supply the New York market with
tured, the pioneer of the migration,, a
a thousand pounds -of sa’imon, they
the largest business and N Y O I L
week ago.
After the logs, We are
should stop telling stories and goWill
Be
Greatlv
Enhanced
I
f
the
now dodging railroad ties which con is the best oil he has ever made.
a-fisiliing.
“ Oh we have all summer
stantly get in ouir way and huddle
NYOIL
to fish, what is the hurry,” said Mr.
i”
all the eddies.
Thursday night
HAS NO EQUAL.
Ledeliey, as he was enjoying
his
Is the Hotel Decided Upon as a the last of the ties floated by and
morning smoke.
Beware of scented mixtures called
Home D aring Your Stay.
more
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
Frederick Skinner, the Boston ang Positively the Only First-Class Modern we proceeded to catch five
where a light oil is needed. It pre
ler is again on the lake and this- House In the City, With All Conven trout.
Even the Bow, where news trick vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
summer taking exercise
by rowing iences Including Hot and Cold Running
tion.
Water
and
Local
and
Long
Distance
les
in from outside slowly, is stirred
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
li.js own beat, while the “ Troll” is
Telephone in All Rooms.
your firearms and your rod. You will
to its depths by the dastardly act of
in the boat shop waiting for a new
Just a step from Monument Square the German sub-marine in sinking the find it by far the best. Hardware and
engine.
If Mr. Skinner had landed
spornng goods dealers sell it in large
Restaurant C onnected. Rates Reasonable.
Gurnard S- S. Lusitania, causing la bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
the big salmon that rose to hi® fly Take
the “ Jitney” or Munjoy Hill car f om
mentable loss of human life and in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
last night lie would have had the Union Station.
European Plan Only, Rates $1.00 and up.
{property.
Bow those Who are re
honors of the season.
BEST ROOMS IN THE CITY
WM. F. NYE,
sponsible
for
this inhuman act can
Last Saturday Mis® Katherine Nice
/
H. E. THURSTON,
R. F. HIMMELEIN, justify their course in the
N©w
Bedford, Mass.
world’s
of Ogontz, Penn., and Miss Beatrice
Proprietors.
great
court
of
reason
and
righteous
Jones one of the High school teaoh-

LARGE PARTY AT
M1LLMAGASSETT

OFFICIALS OF R. R.
DINE HERE

THE PLEASURE
PORTLAND

NEW CHASE HOUSE

M A IN E
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CHAIRMAN SEES
FIT TO WITHDRAW
State Highway Commission Loses
Valuable Member Through His
Resignation
Mr. Nelson in ihifs letter of resig
nation to Governor Curtis as chairman of thie Maine State
Highway
Commission says:
Portland, Me., May 1, 1915.
Hon. Oakley C. Curtis, Govern,o)i',
Port land, Me.
Sir: —
“ I hereby tender my resignation as
a member of tihie State Highway Com
mission to take effect June 1, 1915.
My reason for taking this action
i3 that I have no syfcoipathy with; the
policy of the commission in respect
to the expenditure cf the State highway loan funds.
I believe that the development of
highways in Maine is by far the
greatest and most important econo
mic problem in thiiis State today. It
is a. ‘ question that should be ap
proached with the greatest care in
order that a broad,
comprehensive
plan, covering a long term of years
be worked out, and then consistently
adhered to.
The law requires that
the proceeds of the State bonds shial'l
be expended equitably on the various
counties.
I contend that the com
mission is not paying proper atten
tion to this requirement, that it is
expending enormous sums of money
indiscriminately and without taking
into consideration the equitable dela
tions of the different counties to
each other.
Furthermore, no general plan for
the expenditure of the entire $2,000,000 ha® yet been made, but instead
a few isolated sections, of road are
being rebuilt in an expensive and ex
travagant manner.
Practically
r
million dollars, half of the total is
sue, will soon have been expended in
the reconstruction of a, few pieces
of highway widely separated, in dif
ferent parts of the State. Under the
policy at present in force these sec
tions cannot possibly be connected
into any semblance of an in.ter-county State highway system with the
remaining funds.
I contend that
practically every section of road so
far built from bond money lias cost
from two to three times what it
should.
Only a very few people,
these living in the favored spots, will
receive any direct benefit from the
expenditure of this large
sum of
money.
I believe a more moderate and eco
nomical improvement would
have
produced direct benefit to a great
majority of the people, instead cf
small majority, as at present.
What Maine needs is not a few
short pieces of boulevard, but many
hundred miles of reads made raastonably safe for travel, and so arranged
at to form a great conn.eeted 3High
way system, reaching into every
county of the State.
Such a sys-

WOODS,

tern would have accommodated pot
only the great influx of summer tra
vel, but it would have been a con
stant source of enjoyment for thie
permanent population, and developed
at the same time a multitude of horn
industries.
The State of Maine in
my judgment cannot afford to plunge
into this road building business in
this extravagant and costly fashion.
Th,e improvement should be carried
on in1 a more moderate and economi
cal way, leading up gradually through
a long term of years to a bilghler
grade of improvement as the fund®
and resources of the State
might
warrant. ■
I believe the policy of the major
ity of the highway commission
is
contrary to the intent of the Law,
contrary to the desires and wishes
of the great majority of our people,
and contrary to a sound, economic
business policy, and I am unwilling
to longer .lend my tacit consent to
such a policy by remaining a member
and official head of this commission.
I have resisted this policy from the
beginning, but •have been, out-voted
by the other members, and have now,
after the most careful deliberation,
come to tlie conclusion that it is
useless fer me to make further at
tempts in this direction.”
The announcement of Mr. Nelson’s
decision came as a complete
sur
prise, and there were many expres
sions of regret that he had decided
to take the step.
He was the first
appointment made by former Gover
nor William T. Haines- when Fie
commission was organized and was
chosien by him as chairman and se
lected for tlhe long term of three
years.
Mr. Nelson’s term would not
have expired until one year from nex
July.
There are a great many people who
are in full symptaJhy with Mr. Nelson
in his ideas, .and admire him for the
position he has taken in, the matter,
but deeply regret hi® resignation, as
they feel that he Was the right man
for the position.
Frank A. Peabody of Houlton has
been appointed a member of
the
State Highway commission by Gov.
Curtis to succeed Chairman Lyman
H. Nelson whose resignation becomes
effective on June 1.
The appoint
ment is subject to confirmation, by
the executive council on May 26. Mr.
Peabody is in the insurance business.
He was a member of former Gov.
P lais ted’s council.
GEO.

W.
YORK
RESIG N S
T R E A S U R E R OF M. C.

AS

The Maine Central officials an
nounce the resignation of George W.
York, the treasurer of the company
and the filling of the vacancy by the
election of his brother, Frank W.
YTork, Who has been assistant to the
treasurer for a long time past. Geo.
W. York entered the employment of
the Maine Central 37 years ago as
a boy and lias worked has way up
through the various grades in the
treasurer’s office, succeeding J. A.
Linseott on lias retirement upwards
of 20 years ago.
Frank W. York also went to. work
for the Maine* Central as soon as
lie left school and has been there
ever since, his service having been
altogether an tlie financial depart
ment.
Tile position of treasurer of
the Maine Central carries with it
that also cf treasurer of all of the
allied .lines, including the Portland
Union Station corporation, the San
dy River line, the Washington County
and all of the rest.

MUST NOT PLACE
SODS IN ROAD
Just order a sack

of
W illiam Tell Flour
and you needn’t worry
about, baking day. Bread?
Always light, fine and white.
Cakes aud pies? Biscuit?
The best you ever tasted!
Besides, W illiam T e ll goes
farthest — worth remem
bering when living is so
high. Think of all this,
and instead of ordering
"flour" order

C. H. McKenzie Trading Co.,
Phillips, Maine.

The Maine Automobile Association
has issued notices to members re
questing them to notify the State
Highway Commission at Augusta of
towns that are placing sods in the
roads.
State the name or location
of the road iln the town and furnish
the Commission •with, the namels of
two persons who have knowledge of
the facts.
Towns, placing sods in
the road without cutting them up
fine and covering them up forfeit
their State aid.
This applies to all
roads in towns, cities or plantations.
Whenever you write to one of our
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
Maine Woods,
It is important to
you to do so; important to us and
the advertiser naturally wants to
know where you found his name.

PK!L L IP 'S,

CLUBM EN
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HAVE CHANGED
T IM E S .

George K. Marsh, T. B. Ware and
ed Mmiself of one of the big joys of W. Ahirens divided the pool Shoot.
The meet was a success in every
living.
Seiaih!
way.
It combined both the exhilar
ating sport of trapshooting with a
pleasant boat ride in, a cool and com
fortable temperature.
About 250 ex
cursionists were aboard the
Flyer
during the day.

PAS ington pump or automatic has depriv

CONSERVING THE
GAME SUPPLY
Sportsmen Around New York Add
Greatly to Field Prospects

U N IQ U E T R A P S H O O T IN G T O U R N A 
M E N T ON F L O A T IN G BARGES.

THE AUTHOR, W. G. REECROFT,
WITH A GOOD DAY’S CATCH .
Smearing the ambient atmosphere
with fragments of scalers, or, to uise
more vernacular and less language,
trqmboning smoke rings from a sin
gle sticker at
an objective point,
skiddiaig to windward, far in advance
of lVs .ounces of 8’s, whose incentive
was 3 drams of smokeless, -which,,
translated into newspaper
English,,
.mean® clay target shooting, has be
come the most popular outdoor sport
In America, with the greatest increase
during the past year in New York
State.
Saturday afternoons, among club
men in the Empire State, have
changed in pastime from golf, ten
nis and baseball, to the pursuit of the
elusive clay saucer.
While it is
true that athletic clubs close their
trap seasons when veranda sitting
weather arrives and yacht clubs whe
the yachts slide overboard, the end
of the target season at the latter
c ’ubs is due to the fact that yacht
clubs shoot over the water, over the
vacant moorings of the wind jam
mers and cihug chugs, and, when the
boat owners take up their floating
residences, they rather resent having
to dodge the expended shot.
How
ever, among sailortmen the hand trap
has opened a new field of operation,
for at least half the yachts on Long
Island Sound carry hand traps, and
any Saturday or Sunday, from New
Rochelle to Stamford, one can hear
the merry fusil! adte and see drivers
and twisters soa.ring over the crests.
Shore club members also have taken
up the hapd trap for back-yard ser
vice, with the result that this fall,
when the regular seasons open, good
scores will prevail immediately rath*er than in the middle of the season,
because the season will have neither
beginning nor end.
But
neither
tlie closing of a club season nor tlhe
absence cf hand traps
nowadays
keeps the New Yo.rk business man
frem his recreation. We find among’
those present at tlhe Hudson and Jer
sey City Gun Club stock brokers in
numerable; down on Sta.ten Island
at Jim Connolly's Club, known
a®
Robin Hood (because of the harrow
ing trip on the municipal ferry), and
over in Brooklyn at the Bergen
Beach, tine business man from lower
Manhattan finds time to “ smash a
hundred” cute or twice a week.
Down at Piping Rock Club the man
ol wealth, including the names of
sons of the best known men in socie
ty,- has added trapshooting to horse
race® among gentlemen jockeys. In
White Plains, Westchester
County,
men and women, from the upper
strata make a gala occasion of the
Saturday afternoon, shoot.
It is in
teresting to mote that in New York
ijtate there acre very few regular trap
shooting clubs and that the tremen
dous iinereaise in trapshooters i.s due
to adding a trap department tc. so
cial, yacht and country clubs
and
that members of these organizations
.have become so proficient that at
interstate meets, they not on.ly make
up a large percentage of the entries,
but tliieir names are found in, increas
ing numbers, at the top of the list of
high, scores.
At the National Amateur Cham
pionship held last week at Travers
Island, under thie auspices of the
New York Athletic Club, there were
115 shooters, 80 of whom were freon
clubs oai Manhattan Island,, and while
the winner, George Lyon, was from
Durham, N. C., lie shot, under the
Mercury Foot.
It is estimated that
there are 15,000 trapshooters in New
York and vicinity, and it is predicted
that next year this number will be
increased 5,000.
Thie man who, has
not stood at tlie score behind a Rem

Shooting on dry, firm land and
shooting on water are quite different
things, so the .marksmen, of the dif
ferent gun clubs in and around Spo
kane, Wash., found out during the
first get-together trap tournament cn
floating barges ever held in the
Northwest, and, so far as is known,
the first ever staged anywhere. The
meet was held on Lake Coeur d’Alien
and attracted a hundred b,hooters
from, the Northwest.
Two large 70-foot barges were se
curely cabled, one on each side of
the boat.
On on.e end of
each
barge were located three Expert
traps, the marksmen shooting from
the other end of the barges while from
the decks of the Flyer the spectators
enjoyed the events.
The trapmen soon got their “ sealegs,” and in spite of tlie wobbly
boats were splintering the clay birds
for good scores a® the sun set.
At the end of the day’s shooting
F. A. Dryden, local professional shoot
er, led with the best record for all
events of the day.
The program of Fie day included
team shooting among five men com
binations of the different towns rep
resented, old timers’ events, profes
sional exhibition shoot, pool shoot,
women’s shoot and individual handi
cap.
The individual handicap, consisting
of five 10-bird events, was won by
Mr. Dryden, who broke 49 of the 50
pigeons released for him.
He was
third in the professional shoot, with
45 birds out of 50, and was second in
the old-timers’ event with 13 cut
of 15.
Mrs. Dryden led in the wom
en's shoot.
F. J. McAndrews of St. Maries was
high amateur in fine individual handi
cap, winning in tlie shoo toff against
M. L. Werkheiser, Wallace; George
Gilmore, Wallace; Dr. R. P. McOrea
and nine others.
Spokane won the five-man team
shoot with a squad composed of C.
A. O’Connor, O. Gorkow, Hugh McEflroy, E. C. Gregory and T. B. Ware.
The old timers’ event was wen by
L. A. Jahnke of St. Maries with 14
out of 14.
In this event he was tied
with Woodworth, a professional.

CLARK UNEARTHS
HAPPY FAMILY
Foxes and Woodchucks in Same
Hole
Fred Clark of North Saco now
comes forward with tlie champion
fox and woodchuck story.
Fired is
a man of un impeachable character
and reputation, but the boys say lie
has put a fearful strain on his repu
tation this time.
Mr. Clark’s story
is to the 'effect that he dug out a
den of foxes last week near his farm,
at. least he supposed it was a den of
foxes, but when hie got Fie “ var
mints” out he found they were half
of them wood chucks . Thdis reminds
us of the old time “ happy families’’
that always used to be one of the
features of thie circus menageries,
made up of animals of different Spe
cies usually hostile to each other,
but living iln apparent harmony in
one biig cage in Fie circus.
Mr. Clark’s attention was drawn
to Fiie animals by discovering his dog
one day playing with several young
foxes.
The dog was working toward
home and Fie young foxes followed
nearly to, the house.
Mr. Cllark took
the trail as soon as hie discovered has
dog’s playmates were foxes, and Lo
cated their den. Then, shortly, com
menced the digging out process and
this job, when completed, disclosed
three young foxes and Firee young
woodchucks, alt of them now In cap
tivity at Mr. Clark’s home.
As to explanation, there doesn't
seem to be any.
Any one is at lib
erty to give his own explanation and
one is probably as good as another,
but there is no question as to Mr.
Clark’s high position as a wild ani
mal catcher who gets unique results.
—Biddeford Journal.
The following cat dies of fish have
been made at Lake Auburn recently:
Delil Verrill, eight salmon, one'
weighing 7 pounds, six weighing
2 pounds, each,
and a pc/und
and a half fish.
Mr. Syphers a four
and two pound salmon.
Fon Nich
ols, three salmon weighing iy2, 2
and 4 pounds.
Bob Grant two fish
weighing 2 and 4 pounds.
Granip
Morse two sallmon weighing 1y2 and
2 pounds.
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Is a small bore gun just as ef
fective as a large bore with the same
charge of powder?
Ans. If the same charge is to be
used, a small bore gun will probably
give better results; providing of
course that the load is the propea- Ingraham Party from Peabody
one for the small bore gun.
if for
Among the First Guests
instance, the proper load fcr the 12
gauge gum, three drams of powder
(Special Correspondence.)
and 1% oz. of shot, were used in a
Mooselcokmeguntic House, Haines
20 gauge, the result would be verypoor and the arm would have a tre Landing, Me., May 16.—Yesterday
mendous kick.
If a 20 gauge load maiming it was only 28 degrees above
were used to a 12 gauge the result zero and the water pipes froze, and
in the evening it snowed. This morn
would be too low velocity.
ing when the sun came up the moun
tain tops were white, but the day
Ihas been ideal, clear, balmy,
and
every hilt and mountain for miles
away could be plainly seen, with the
White Mountains beyond. Everyone
wais ready to go out on the lake ear
ly tliis moirmmg and as they trolled
! for hours, passing cax.li other and
exd angirg the usual greeting “ what
luck,” all were happy even if the
fish were not biting.

by A lfre d EvLane
Send Ques^oh^^to/Hr Latje.x

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
J. K., Topeka, Kansas.
1. Can you tell me tow to keep
my shotguns from pitting?
After
about two years use with nit|ro p<'(wder, the barre’ s begin to pit juist in
front of the shell chamber. I wipe
toy guns out with dry rags after a
day’s shooting and oil with, nitro sol
vent or oil.
Is there any oil that
will positively prevent pitting? Would
washing out gun with hot water be
any advantage?
Ans. Your trouble is probably due
indirectly to leading.
When a shot
gun is fired a certain amount of lead
is left on the barrel which is rub
bed off tlie shot.
The poiwder foul
ing is underneath this coating, and
after a series of shots have
been
fired, causes corrosion. Cleaning with
rags and nitro solvent oil will not
remove this Leading, although seme
makers of nitro solvent oils
claim
that their product will.
There is
one practical way to remove leading
atd that is to use a hraiss cleaner
of seme kind, either
the
brass
wire bristle brush or the one made
of wire gauze.
It fs a good idea to
clean the barrels with oaie of these
cleaners every time it is used, and
if you follow this procedure
and
ycur gun is frdm a reputable maker,
it should last for a life time without
showing signs of wear or pitting.
2. Aren’t most shotguns cham
bered for 2% inch shells, and most
shells excepting traip loads leaded in
2ty inch shells?
W ouldn’t it be bet
ter to use 2% inch shells?
Ans. The difference fn the length
of 2% inch and 2%' inch shell® is so
slight that there is no practical dif
ference in the amount of wear on
the barrel.
H. B., North Bay, Ont.
1. Hew many rounds in 30-30
and .32 W. S. will the Model ’94 han
dle before becoming unsafe to use?
Ans.
This is entirely a matter of
the care received by the action. Any
rifle action which is allowed to be
come full of gTit cr dirt and is op
erated under these conditions
will
naturally wear loose eventually, ow
ing to the actual friction of the grit
on the working surfaces.
2. Does the action become badly
sprung after firing 2,000 rounds or
so?
Ans. No.
3. Have you ever heard of this
action giving way with t 'e use of
the cartridges it was designed . to
use?
Ans. No. American manufacturers
do not make actions which
would
become unsafe in any such
shert
time as you give.
All actions wear
out eventually owiiig to the
aictual
rubbing cf surfaces upon each other
as mentioned above, and
bherefece
the care given the action to a great
extent determines its life, but you
will certainly know long before trou
ble cc.uld possibly develop that the
action is worn out.
R. N. p., Detroit, Mioh.
Being an interested, reader of your
columns, 1 noticed you informed “ B
o f Aubuirn, Me., that you could not
locate the National Projectile Works,
making a wire patched bullet. This
Company was located in Grand Ra
pids, .Mich., about seven years ago.
About three years ago I received a
notice from them that they bad mov
ed to Napa, Cal.
I have u. ed theft*
cartridges to a .303 Savage and they
were satisfactory for hunting,
but
expensive.
This concern may, cf
course, by this time he out of bus
iness or possibly doing business un
der a different name.
This will answer ‘‘B ’s ” question,
and I wish to thank R. N. B.
for
sending in the information.
Incidentally, I hope that anyone
noticing misstatements or errors to

this column will write me as I am
doing my best to l ave all informat
ion as accurate as possible. You will
be doing me a great favor if you will
let me know of any more.
C. R. T., West Frankfort, 111.
I wish to go duck hunting this
fall and have heard considerable about Reel Foot Lake, Tenn., as a
duck country, but can learn noth ing
definite. 9 Can you tell me anything
of that country or give me the name
of seme one who can?
Ans. On Reel Foot Lake in Octo
ber, the principal duck shooting is
the summer or wood duck, blue and
green wing teal; in November and
December, principally mallard
and
black jack or blue bills—sente few
red head and canvas back, Mr. H.
D. 'Gibbs, Ohifc'ca Hotel,
Memphis,
Penn., can give you further informa
tion.
A. O. Chicago, 111.
1. Could you let me know through
the column what to do in regard to
the “ Federal Migratory Bird Law?”
Is that law declared unconstitutional
or must we abide by. it?
Ans. The Federal Migratory Bird
Law is in force in Illinois and I
would certainly advise you to obey
it.
It has come up in two Courts in
other parts of the country and has
been declared
constitutional, but
there has been no final decision, al
though several of the cases have
been appealed. The law wculd con
tinue to be in force except within,
the jurisdiction of those courts which
have declared it unconstitutional, but
no ccurt in the State of Illinois has
handed down a decision.
2. When does the season ^cn squir
rels open in Illinois?
Ans. The season on
squirrels—
gray, red, fox c.r black, is July 2nd to
November 15th.
3. Could you also let me know
where there is a good place to hunt
squirrels not very far from the city
wlier© a person can spend Sunday
shooting, and ccu'd you send me a
1915 Game Law Book?
Ans. The large sporting goods
stores will probably be able to give
you seme information on this point
and also will be able to
tupp’y
you with a copy of the Game Laws.
S. E., Hartford, Conn.
Will you kindly tell me the pres
ent address c.f Walter Winans, the
expert pistol shot? .
Ans. I do not see,hi to be able to
locate the address you wifeh and I
would suggest that you write to Mr.
Walter Winans, care of the “ London
Field.”
They will probably be able
to forward the letter properly.
Inquirer, Chicago, 111.
1. Is the .303 Savage 26-inch bar
rel more effective at both close and
long range than the .30 Winchester?
Ans. The ballistics of the .303
Savage cartridge are: Muzzle velocity 1,952 ft. seconds; muzzle energy
1,658 ft. lbs., 30-30 cartridge; muzzle
velocity 2,020 ft. seconds;
muzzle
energy 1,540 ft. lbs.
2. Which fly produce's the best
results for general use to this state?
Ans. Should I answer this ques
tion I aim sure iny life would not
be safe for a long tiirne to come, as
differences cf opinion on this sub
ject are very strong.
However, If
the readers will send in their Choice,
I wilt he glad to publiclh the name of
the fly whdclli is apparently the most
popular.
3. Does killing game on a military
reserve exclude cne from, the juris
diction of the game laws of
the
State?
Ans. Write (to C. J. Dittmar, Free
port, III., who will be able to give
you information on this subject.

Mr. and Mrs. I. F. Ingraham,
ALLERTON LODGE here,
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Smith, arrived.
came iii^ their Locomobile auto,
IS OCCUPIED They
know© ii^ Massachusetts as “the

FOUR NEW CAMPS
HAVE BEEN BUILT

“ It is net all of fief irg to fish
and I don’t care if I don’t catch one,
Camp for Ten Days
if I can only stay cut in this God’s
own country,” said a New Ycrker
when he came in to dinner.
(Special Correspondence.)
Hazen B. Goodrich cf Haven!'ill,
Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic,
Mass.,
whose good luck we reported
Me., May 16.—Such a busy place as
this has been for the last month, in our last, is still taking the lead
and when the city people return to among the anglers on Mooselockimethis delightful spot to pass the sum guntie Lake, and this week records
2*4
mer days, they will be much
sur salmon weighing 2% pounds,
pounds,
3
pounds,
4
pounds,
3
pounds,
prised to find the improvements that
Propr. Toothaker has made
since 3 pounds, 2y2 pounds, 3 % pounds,
2y2 pounds and 214 pounds, Archie
last fall.
I
A new water system, lias been in Lufkin guide.
M. S. Baldwin, New, York, salmou
stalled^ and from the big tank on
the high point on the main land, wat 514 pounds and 314 pounds, Walter
ter is new taken to all parts of the Wight guide.
The following party of gentlemen,
island.
John
Rourke of Boston, Messrs. J.
Four new camps, each with bath,
have been built on mainland,
and B. Norcrosis, John A. Webber and
three are already engaged for the Fred O. Wood of Portland were here
season, and all the camps improved for several days this week. Jim O’
them
and ready to welcome the guests. Brien and Tom Siplajn took
where
the
fish
were.
The
Bostcm
The office looks most home-like and
soon a large company will be here .gentleman bad a good trio cf fish
to exchange greetings
and
swap to take home, a 314 pound trout, a
3% pound and 2-pound salmon; Mr.
fish yarns.
Dr. and M|rs. A. L. Osgood
cf Webber, a 4% pound salmon and 4pound treut.
Mr. Nor cross a 3Rumford were the first comers this
pound trout, 4 y2 pound and 3y2 pound
year and found the fishing good.
salmon.
Mr. Wood had the big one,
Mr. and Mrs. Philo Clark and son
a 514 pound salmon and several two
of Rumford came Friday night for a
pounders.
short stay.
Henry E. Tiepke, ex-mayor of
Last night, Claries LeBoutillier of
Wayne, Penn., who is attending the Providence, R. I., one c.f the annual
comers, has been here this
week
Abbott school at Faa-imington and
and with George Robertson is having
with his mother spends summers here,
a good outing.
Later Mr. Tiepke
came to see that his boat “ Panlhurst”
and party will as usual pass weeks
was. put to order and to arrange for
in one of the home-like cabins here.
coming later.
Everyone was glad to welcome on
This week a party of
Bostonians'
their usual spring fishing trip Geo.
and friends frem Portland, twenty in
F. Booth of tlie Gazette, Worcester,
number, come for ten days and from
Mass., and friend Julius' MattheWs of
now until Late in the season there
Boston.
They came via Phillip® and
will be a crowd of people at Pleas
there took an automobile and went
ant Island.
after their old guide, Len Ross and
They plowed the garden yesterday
made a quick run to Haines Land
and to tie h,ct beds cucumbers, let
ing.
tuce, etc.., have been started.
Messrs. J. Russel Marble and W.
Much sympathy is felt for Mrs.
H. Inman of Worcester, Mass., were
Toothaker, who was called home this
met here Saturday by Mr. and Mrs.
week on account of the death of her
A. H. Inman of the same city and
mother.
the party are greatly enjoying cabin
life and fishing.
Lake Cobbcsseeeontee is soon to
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. W. Harris, Mr.
receive an addition to its inhabitants and Mrs. Geo. Brown of Rumford are
in the shape of 8000 laud locked sal- spending the Sabbath here.
Oxford Bear Camp iis open and Hon.
/mon fry from the government fish
hatchery at Green lake, which fish Geo. D. Bisbee and son, Stanley and
his son, Spaulding Bisbee, three gen
were secured by Ccmmodore F. G.
erations, came up from Rumford for
Kinsm an of the Cobbosseec on tee
the week-end.
Yacht Club through the Bureau ' cf
Allertcn Ledge is open and the
Fisheries at Washington, D. C.
Bostonians there are F. J. Hale, Geo.
iBallao-d, John A. Potter, Arthur Gill,
John A. Lowell, John F. Priest, Col.
Henry Thorntcn, who is president of
Commonwealth. Country Club and Dr.
F. S. Keith of Newton, Mass.
The
guides for the party are Fred Hoar,
Ed Lamb, Wm. Porter and Rube Wil
bur, while Mrs. Ada Sprague and
Mrs. Bertha Patterson of Rangeley
have charge of the oamip.
Sunday,
the first day’s fishing, Col. Thorn
ton was high line wltllii a 5-pound sal
mon.
As the party remain two
weeks and there are a® big fish in
the lake as ever have been, caught,
ethers may take the honors1.
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.
A. S- Hinds of Portland has ar
Offers room with hot ard
rived and is having their beautiful
cold water for $1.00 per day
and up, which includes free
summer home on the lake shore put
use o f public shower baths.
in order for the family wlho will soon
Noth ini' to Equal This in New England
come for the summer.
The roads from here to Rangeley
Rooms with private baths
are in good shape and over twenty
for $1.50 per day and up;
suites o f two rooms and bath
automobiles have come to the Land
for $4.00 per day and up.
ing to-day.
ABSO LU T E L Y FIREPROOF
The day tlie hotel opened the Ing
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
raham ' party from Peabody,
Mass.,
Send for Booklet
one of the best-known and most pop
STORER F. CRAFTS
G en . Manager
ular that for yeans has been, coming

Boston and Portland Gentlemen in

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

gray ghost,”
leaving home at 6
o’cloit k in the morning reaching this
hotel at 2 o’clock th‘e next morning,
having spent several hours in a mud
hole at Madrid.
They found it did
not take many toots of tide horn, be
fore they were greeted most liearti'y and Mrs Bums soon had a hot
supper or early breakfast
ready.
“ This is a different reception than
wais given, us at a Portland hotel,
where at 9.30 a. m. they refused us
breakfast,” said Mr. Ingraham. The
next meirning theiir guides,
Aaron
Soule and Ira Hunitoon took them out
fishing and Hey came to with sev
eral good ernes.
Mrs. Smith had a
4y2 pound salmon for the first record
taken.
The next day her husband
caught one 4-pound and
one
3%
pounds.
Mrs. Ingraham has a 414
pound salmon, to her credit and Mr.
Ingraham, three salmon,
weighing
3%, 414 and 3% pounds.
They have
caught over twenty that
weighed
from one to three pounds that “ don’t
count.’*’
The party remain another
week and will again be heard from.
T! ere are several parties coming
this week and daily letters are being
received from these who would like
to come if there were more camps.
Tlhe first Pullman car came up
Saturday and will now run daily as
May 17 brings the change of time
on this division cf blue Maine Cen
tral, two daily trains to Oquossoe.
Saturday night there were 95 passen
gers cut of Rumford and this shows
that the summer travel lias already
commenced, and it is expected will
continue until every camp and hotel
is crowded as never before. The city
people surely can find no place equal
to Maine, the ‘‘Play Ground of the
Nation,” to pass the summer months.

THE NEWS FROM
N0RTHERN!MAINE
Outlet Bouse & Clamps, A. J. Wil
son, Propr., Moosehead,
Me.—The
catches from the Outlet House and
Camps on the 12th are as. follows:
Mr. Cha®. C. Stel/Le, Brooklyn.,
N.
Y., seven trout and. togue; C. S.
Shattuck, yioirthibciro,
Mass.,
ten
trout; Clias. W. Comstock, Norwich,
Conn., eleven trout; Dr. E. S. Nealley, Bangor, fifteen trout; A. J. Wil
son, Moosehead, eight treut; E. H.
Blake, Bangor, two four-pound square
tails; W. J. Robinson, Moosehead,
five two-pound trout; Miss G. L.
Hammett, Troy, N. Y., five
trout,
averaging 1y2 pounds; L. E. Grant,
David F. Rice, W. L. Conners, H. E.
Ross, C. Nason, H. Ross',
Bangor,
eighteen trout and lakers; George S.
Hall, Orono, eleven trout and two
lakers.
Reports from Nor cross are to the
effect that tlie ice is out of
all
lakes and ponds in that region., and
the fishing is reported to be excel
lent.
T H E DOPE ON SP R IN G

Somebody saw bl'e first robin;
Somebody saw the first snake!
Somebody knew that winter Was
through
For his ankles began to ache.
Somebody saw the groundhog,
'Somebody else, by j.ing,
Peered ’way hack in tihe almanac
And said he’d discovered spring!
I haven’t seen a robin,
I haven’t seen, a snake—
My liver is right and each Lung and
light
Never have felt an ache;
I never saw a woodchuck,
And I wouldn’t know the thing
If I went and did—but believe me,
kid,
I know that the year’s at spring!
The frost is still in the me'adoiv,
The snow is still on the grond,
But down to my merry soul’s a vciry
Wonderful thought profound!
The winds may cclme and abuse us,
The storm® may arrive and sting—
We may get a blizzard—'but down in
my gizzard
I know that it’s really spiring.
—From Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Every Issue of Maine Woods Car
ries a Fresh W h iff
of the
Pine
T ree State w ith it. W hy Not Sub
scribe and Get a Steady Breeze A ll
the Year.
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Where To Go In Maine
Lake Parlin House and Camps
A re delightfully situated on shore of Lake
Parlin on direct line from Quebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular •thorough-fare for autom o
biles. being a distance o f 122 miles each way.
Lake Parlin and the 12 out ponds in the
radius o f four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences,.such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. The cuisind is unexcelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tain climbing antomobiling. etc.
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Live Alligator the Latest Thing
*

in Pets.

(Special Correspondence.)
Rangeley, May 19.-—Mrs.
Austin
Hinkley and Mrs. Ida Morten are at
tending the Grand Temple, Pythian
Sisters, held at Portland this week.
Jackman, Maine
H. P. McKENNEY, Proprietor.
Write for booklet.
Mrs. Hinkley goes as the representa
tive sent by Lake View Temple.
Miss Susie Wilbur is enjoying a
THE CARRY POND CAMPS
YORK C A M P S ,
three weeks’ vacation from her dut
Will be opened May 10, 1915. Best of
Trout Fishing. Good accommodations. ies at the postoffiee. She will visit
RANGELEY, MAINE
relatives in Dixfield, Farmington, and
J Write for circular.
HENRY J. LANE,
Wilton.
! Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.
Mrs. C. B. Harris has purchased
the C. Berne Ellis house on Allen
street.
OTTER POND GAMPS
AT
Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
Mary, the little daughter of Mr.
and hunting. Send for circular.
John ©arville’s Gamps ing
and Mrs. Angers LaPointe celebrated
GEORGE Hi McKENNEY, Prop..
at S p rin g Lake
Caratunk, Me.
her fifth birthday Tuesday afternoon
Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
Bre most charmingly situated on the shores of
by entertaining the following friends;
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
and Theron
purest of spring water and the table is first-class, RANGELEY XAVBRH 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE Lillian Haley,- Maxine
elevation 1.800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
On Rangeley Lake.
Nile, Monette and Say ward
Ross,,
ery and pure mountain air Hay fever and malaria
anknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake Thoroughly modern.' On direct automobile Kenneth and Beatrice Colby, George
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring route. Tavern all year. Lake View Hbuse
and Coleman Mitchell.
Miss Mary
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout. Tuly 1 to Oct.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.
received
many
gifts
in
honor
of the
summer resort. Telephone communications with
N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Milage and doctor. References furnished- Terms
occasion.
Refreshments of cake,
Raugeiey, Maine.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHN CARVILLB,.Flagstaff, Me.
ice cream and candy were served.
RANGELEY LAKES
Mr. A. Zachariah, Who has been
Camp Bemis. The Birches, The Barker. W rite spending the past winter in Rangeley
for free circular.
Blakeslee Lake Camps
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
has leased the E. I. Herrick camp at
JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
Gull Pond, and was joined by his
A famous resort for anglers and hun
sisters Monday, who will spend the
V
IA
RUMFORD
FALLS
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly season in Rangeley.
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st, fishing
begins about June 1. Send for circular.
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis, House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Asher Dauphiinee has gone to Hob
Upper Dam, Maine.
Maine.
art’s Camps for a month, where he
has employment.
DEAD RIVER REGION
The many friends of Mrs. H. A.
W E S T
E N D
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca Furbish are pleased to hear that she
H O T E L
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting is rapidly gaining after her recent
H. M. CASTNER, Prop'r. section Cuisine unsurpassed. E. F. operation. Mrs. Furbish, whose ad
dress is 204 Bay State Road, Bos
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.
Portland,
Maine
ton, Mass., was tendered a post card
shower the first of the week.
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports IN THE RANGELEY REGION
Miss Small, the trained nurse,-who
men. All farm, dairy products, pork Saddleback Lake Camps, only one and one- lias been caring for Rupert Huntoon
and poultry from our own farm, enabl half miles from the railroad and three-fourths returned home Monday.
mile from good auto road. Trout fishing, both
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables, lake and stream. Rates $12,50 to $15.00 per week;
Ehen Rowe, wh.o was drawn as
$2.50
per day. Booklet and references. For
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
particulars address
Juror is attending court at FarmingAmerican plan. Send for circular.
HEMON S. BLACKW ELL,
ton this week.
Mrs. Rowe accom
Dallas. Maine.
panied him.
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
Dr. Higgins of Phillips was in town
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
CAMP PHOENIX
recently on professional- business.
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
bast trout fishing in Maine.
In the very heart of Maine’s Best Fish and
Much sympathy is extended
Mr.
Game Region. I f you like to fish, the name
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.
SOURDNAHUNK stands for all that is best in and Mrs. James Wilcox in the
loss
fishing, and Camp Phoenix is located in the very j
Mrs.
Wilcox
center o f the famous SOURDNAHUNK region. |of. their infant sen.
Lively fighting trout at camp door. Write for I
THE ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
She is being
particulars. CHAS. A. DAISEY, Propr., Nor- j still remains very ill.
Unsurpassed fishing, hunting, canoeing, baili cross, Me.
cared for by her mother, Mrs. Russ
n g and mountain climbing. Separate camftS fpr
all parties, with special accommodations fowncunof Dexter.
lies. Sizteen trout ponds o f fly and bait fishing,
JONES’ G A M P S
Miss Josephine Hodsdon of Heb
and a never end of rivers and streams.
Automobile tourists wishing to visit A T T E A N M ox ie P on d,
M o sq u ito , M aine ron Academy is to give an evening’s
CAMPS, may com e to Holden’s Garage, one
mile from camp, where m otor boat will meet
The finest trout and salmon fishing here for entertainment under the auspices of
parties. Map and booklet o f my territory on many years. Circulars furnished on application.
request.
the Ladies’ League Saturday evening
R U E L E. H O LD E N . Jackman, Maine
at. the church.
Miss Hodsdon is a
cousin of Miss Alice Sweetser and
OUANANICHE LODGE and
W ar or no war .
has several ex-pupils in the commun
NORWAY PINES CAM PS
Pierce Pond Camps
will be open on time for large trout and salmon now open for season, Fishing, vacationing and ity w1■o are delighted to have
the
fishing. Best of referenced furnished. Send Hunting. Peerless location. Write
opportunity of hearing her read.
A
for circular. C. A. Spaulding, Caratunk. Me.
CHARLES CAMPBELL, Mang’r,
fine program has been prepared.
Grand Lake Stream, Maine, Washington Co.
A large truck was delivered at P.
Richardson Co’s, stable Friday which
Go to
created much interest about town. It
Belgrade Lakes, Me.
B L A IN E VILES’
.
will be used at Kennebago for pas
This well-known house will LEDGfe HOUSE AND CABINS
sengers and trucking.
Albert Carl
Maine ton is the man at the wheel. Mrs.
open May 1st to the early fisher Dead River,
Fishing, Hunting, Excellent Accom
men, and the regular summer modations,
Carlton will join him Wednesday and
Reasonable Prices.
business under old management.
they will occupy their camp for the
Special Sunday Dinners.
summer.
R oun d Mountain Lake Camps. W rite for free
Mrs. Frank King returned to her
booklet. DION O. B L A C K W E LL, Proprietor,
R ound Mountain, Maine
home at Oupsuptic Tuesday.
She
leaves shortly for a visit with rela
To Let for the Season
tives at her former home in
St.
Stephen.
COTTAGE ON RANGELEY LAKE
HOLEB,
MA I NE
M. D. Tibbetts is at Farmington
Also motor boat. In the heart of
attending court.
good fishing and hunting. Write I. W.
J. E. WILSON, Manager
j Wm. Tomlinson's crew are at the
MITCHELL, Rangeley, Me.
A Sporting and Recreation farm doing the spring planting.
R. O. Dill and family have arrived
Outfit. The best hunting, fish
P A C K A R D ’S G A M P S
and will occupy the Albert Carlton
ing, recreation and food o f any
R an gsley L a k es
rent during the summer.
camps in the State o f Maine.
R an geley,
M aine
Mrs. Alvah Sprague and Mrs. Wilmont Patterson are at Alterton Lodge
Open from May 15th to Dec. 1st.
for a few weeks.
Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
JIM POND GAMPS
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Proctor and
ridge and duck hunting.
will be opened June 1, fo r the son were at New Vineyard the lat
season o f 1915. The home o f the ter part of the week.
Mingo Springs Hotel and Camps big fish. Send for booklet.
Mrs. Albert Carlton and son, "Don
The ideal place to spend your vaca GREEN BROS., Eustis, Maine ald returned from a week’s visit in
tion. Good fishing, hunting and motor
V
---------------------------- . Phillips Monday.
ing. Table not surpassed in this sec
H. A. Furbish, and W. L. Butler
tion. Write for booklet.
C. A. COLE, Prop., Rangeley, Maine SPORTSMEN AND TOURISTS were in Skowhegan the first, of the
We are the only p eople in the East week, their chief business being to
VAUGHAN C A M P S
drive home the new 8-cylinder Cad
selling direct to’ the Consumer.
The Spectacle Lake Camps, which are known
Before purchasing your supplies, illacs, purchased by Mr. Furbish and
as the Kibby Camps, have been purchased by
me and are open for Fishing and H unting for
Mr. Furbish is al
the season of 1915, An ideal family summer drop a line and get our prices. We sell G. L. Kempton.
resort. Telephone connections. A m ost beauti our goods at a wholesale price, there ready familiar with the ropes
and
ful climate during the summer months; cool,
the
even and invigorating. Finest Deer Hunting fore saving you money on your pur Mr. .Kempton is fast “ getting
in the State of Maine. Good Stream and Lake
Give us knack.”
Fishing. Prices reasonable. F or full partic chases. Season advancing.
ulars. address
a try.
Tlie many friends of Mrs.
Addie
FRANK R. VAUGHAN, Prop.,
Richardson
are
pleased
to
see
her
EU STIS,
MAINE
CONGRESS SALES BUREAU,
out after her long illness.
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE
Portland, Me.
Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Esty left Tues
AND LOG CAMPS.
H^prt of the Rangeleys. Beat fishing region.
day morning for Portland.
Special June and September rates. Booklet.
ADVERTISE IN ''MAINE WOODS.
MRS. F. B. BURNS.
H. A. Look was called to Vinal-

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
F I S H I N G

Central House

BIRCH ISLAND
CAMPS

1st., r, f. W. Smith
f. f. , C. Robbins
c. f. Loomis
2nd. b., H.
Huntccm
1st. b. Lyn Carlton
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Kempton
Score 21 to 20, favor town
team.
left Tuesday morning for Portland,
Umpire, Mr. Dixon.
At the close of
where Mr. Kempton will be treated
the 4th, inning the score stood 17 to
by Dr. Abbott at Ms private, hospi
5, favor of town.
1st of 9th the
tal fer a trouble with his back. Mr.
High school were ahead 20 to 19.
Kempton received a severe injury
The 1st five innings Vaughan pitch
several years ago which it is thought
ed for town.
Raymond pitched first
caused the trouble.
We trust he
four for High school,.
Dill and V.
may return much improved in health.
Oakes pitched the remainder of game
Miss Irene Kempton is the guest of
for town and High school respective
her sister, Mrs. H. B. McCard during
ly.
their absence.
.Saturday afternoon .the town team
Axel Tibbetts is at home
from
and West Rangeleys had a rather
Portland.
one-sided contest, 17 to 3 in favor
Mrs. Geo. Nash of Jackman is visit of West Rangeley, with the follow
ing relatives.in town.
ing lineup;
Mrs. G. L. Kempton and nephew, W. Rangeley
Town Team
Brlon Jones drove to Phillips
and T. C. Haley c.
c., Marshall
spent the week-end with relatives.
G. Piillsbury p., s. s.
1st. H. Lamb \
A full account of clean-up week I. Nile 1st. b.
P-, s. s., V. Oakes
and the prizes will be given next A. Hinkley 2nd., 1st. 2nd b. Raymond
week.
Owing to delay they were C. Piillsbury s. s., 2nd.
s. s., p., Dill
net given out Saturday as expected.
P. Pillsbury 3rd.
3rd., D. O'Brien
Milss Faye Whitney of Phillip® is M. Hoar 1st., p.
1. f., D. Hoar
at Lake View Farm, where she has D. Nile c. f., p.
c. t , K. Oakes
employment this summer.*
L. Hoar r. f., p.
r. f., L. Nile
Karl Oates has rather a unique II. Quimby ]. f.
pet, a live alligator.
“ Cinch”
is
J. D. Vaughan, umpire.
The town
two or three years old and is 22 in
ches long. It arrived by express team scored three, but reports dif
fered as to the West Rangeley score.
from (New Orleans, making the jour
It was estimated to be 15, 16 or 17.
ney in good time, five days, and ar
HinkLey’s base running was the star
rived in good condition. Unlike most |
feature of the West Rangeley team,
pets the alligator only needs to be
fed two or three times during the and they all took a hand at pitching
to be in trim for the coming season,,
summer and not at all in winter.
yet the West Rangeley team always ^
His diet is raw meat and he can
puts up a good game.
Karl Oates
stay out of water a month at a time.
did fine work in center field for the
Ka.rl does not caress his strange pet
H. Lamb injured three
much as “ Cinch’s ” disposition is not town team.
fingers in the fray.
of the best.
Vance Oakes was tendered a sur
Mias Beatrice Jones, D. E. Hinkley
guide, caught a handsome 6y2 pound prise party at the home of Susie
sal men Saturday.
She declares it Stewart Tuesday evening in honor of
The invitation
was
measured two feet with"' a “ tape” his birthday.
extended to help hang a Maybasket
measure.
and to Vance’s surprise the tables
By a singular coincidence,
Miss
were neatly turned on him.
The
Thelma Porter’s 15th birthday occur
evening was pleasantly passed with
red May 15, 1915, and. in honor of
games.
Refreshments of homemade
the event she entertained the follow
candies were served.
He was pre
ing friends, Saturday evening: Miss
sented. with a brush set. “JNever had
Beatrice Jones, Mias Lina
Weeks,
so much fun in my life,” was his
J. D. Vaughan, Irene Kempton, Ohercharacteristic description cf the time.
rie Toothaker, Greta Oliver, Zelma
Robertson, Susie
Stewa.rt,
Irma
Moore, Della Tibbetts, Roberta and
Thornton Eastman, Harold Spiller,
Winnie Raymond, Karl Oakes, Hub
ert and Conrad Lamb.
Her High
school class presented her with a
nice manicure set and she received
S.
H. Keene and wife of Turner
many other gifts.
RefresQiments of
Auburn
punch, crackers, ice cream and birth Centre arrived in West
day cake were served. The time was Thursday night from an automobile
tour which lacks only two weeks of
pleasantly passed with games.
Arbor Day was celebrated by the having been of a year’s duration and
village schools in the afternoon. A on which they covered a distance of
large elm tree was transplanted near 20,000 miles, visited the majority of
the walk in the front of the grounds the States in the Union and had
and the grounds and near-by road many interesting experiences.
sides were raked up and cleaned up.
This trip which began in Boston
A large bonfire to take care of waste the first of June 1914, was made in
was a feature of the afternoon. The a 1913 model Metz runabout purchas
latter part of the afternoon was de ed by Mr. Keene from True Bros.,
voted to a ball game between
the of Auburn.
They wore cut one set
High school and town team, with the of shoes and were using the second
following lineup;
set when they on Friday morning,
High School
Town Team ran the machine into the True gar
Amber, c
c Marshall age, Druimmond street.
But
once
Raymond p, s. s.
p J. D. Vaughan during the trip did the car ride, that
H. Lamb 1st . b.
1st. b. Barrett was on the ferry boat from Oakland
R. Hamden 2nd. b.
s. s., p. Dill to San 771ran cisco.
It was hauled
V. Oakes s s., p. 3rd. b., D. O’Brien out of but one mud luole in the
K. Oakes 3rd.,
2nd. b. Riddle course of the entire trip.

haven recently by the sudden death
THE BASE BALL
of Mrs. Look’s father, Mr. Smith,
Mrs. Uda Ross is assisting at the
SEASON ON postoffice
this summer.

D. Hoar 1. f.
C.Jcaes r. f.
C.Lamb c. f.

END 20,000 MILE
TRIP IN AUBURN

BIG RESULTS
FROM SMALL AOS.

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Look around and see if you haven't some Fire Arms,
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile,

A

Camera, Tent, Ham

mock or something else you don't want.

Someone else is sure to want it
We have sold things for others, and we can do the
same for you.

<

Rates one cent a word Jin advance.
Address, Classified Department,
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

